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Retention improves Trustees say
By BRANDI BARHITE
The BG News

union
i Columnist Jena
Lohrbach looks at the
quality of professors.

I Editorial: The News
looks at the question
of extended library
hours.

University President Sidney Ribeau
said the University's retention rate has
improved three percent since last semester. He said 93 percent of first year students returned for the spring semester.
Yesterday at the Board of Trustees
meeting, one of the programs responsible
for this retention success was highlighted.
Linda Bakkum talked about the benefits
of the supplemental instruction program,
which began in Spring 1998. Bakkum, a SI
instructor, said the program focuses on
improving students' performance in Math
126, a Calculus class and makes them
want to stay in the class.

She said there are three math sections
who have SI instructors. These instructors
attend the class regularly and offer weekly help sessions for the students.
"This program is focused on high risk
classes, not high risk students," Bakkum
said. "It increases retention and performance in Math 126."
She said students who are in a SI class
are less likely to withdraw or fail the class.
In addition, she said students will gain
reasoning skills and responsibility.
"Certainly these are skills that can go
beyond Calculus," she said.
Ribeau said SI is the type of program
that the University needs more of because
it keeps students at the University and

ultimately results in graduation.
"These types of programs improve our
retention because they aren't remedial,"
he said.
Bakkum said Math 126 was chosen as a
course to have an SI program because it
was typically a hard course with a high
rate of failure and withdrawal. She also
said many students are drawn to the program because it is not about tutoring, but
about understanding hard material.
"This is not a tutoring program," she
said. "There is no remedial stigma. Everyone works together and the SI instructors
try to bring it back to the students."
Bakkum said the program is beginning
to show positive results. She said a SI stu-

dent last fall had such a rewarding experience that he came back to be an instructor.
She also said during SI sessions, students
often help each other. In the first SI session
for this semester, 15 students came for
help, she said.
There are 650 schools worldwide that
have an SI program.
Richard Hughes, a member of the graduate student senate, also made a presentation at the meeting. He said the GSS has
established a telephone survey to determine what factors make a University
graduate student experience successful.
He said the survey will begin in February
and call a random selection of graduate
students.

ACT connects
with coffee

nation

By KATIE WOODS

i The U.S. bombs Iraq,
and 11 people die.

8
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madne
MP3, illegal listening
By LIZ PECEK
The BG News
How would you like to have
the latest Madonna song, or
nearly any other song, for free?
College students all over the
nation are taking advantage of
the latest technology in the
music world, MP3 files, and in
some cases breaking the law.
These downloaded files are
"MP3s," short for "motion pic| tures experts group, audio layer
3." It allows users to listen to
songs at a high-quality rate of
sound and download songs for
personal usage.
However, with the growing
popularity of MP3 files, web
sites are beginning to put warning to warn users of copyright

i Gymnastics remain
undefeated in the
MAC."

I Mens tennis sweeps
Illinois - Chicago 7-0.

The BG News

laws.
According to MP3. com.,
people are allowed to download a "reasonable" amount of
copies of songs for personal
usage. Otherwise, they said
people are prohibited from
reproducing, distributing or
publicly displaying any of the
songs without prior consent of
the copyright owners of each
song.
When one enters "MP3" into
the Netscape Navigator search
engine, there are 22,630 matches
of web sites that students can
visit to download song players/songs, or to obtain information on new technology.
Colvey Martin, a junior computer science major, said MP3's

Student listens to MP3 music files.
are "great for college students,
but bad for the artists."
"The MP3 format is not illegal," said Lydia Pellicia of the
RIAA (Recording Industry
Association of America). "However when one downloads or
uploads a song that happens to
be in the MP3 format without
permission from the copyright
holder — that's illegal."
Domestically, the recording
industry already loses a million
dollars a day to traditional pira-

cy, Pellicia said.
"To give you an idea of the
problem, in one afternoon we
found 80 sites with more than
20,000 illicit songs out there —
that's a mighty big number,"
Pellicia said.
Scott Rothenberg, a freshman
marine biology major, said he
listens to MP3 files in the computer labs. He discovered MP3s
through other students in his
• See MP3, page four.

University trying to squash Y2K bug
By AMYJOL. BROWN
The BG News
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The year 2000 is only 11
months away. Eleven months
until, say the doomsayers. disaster strikes computer systems
around the world.
Prophesies of nuclear bombs
going off. banks going bankrupt,
and the world going chaotic when
1999 turns into 2000 are commonplace. And, claim the doomsayers. it'll all be the fault of a
tiny bug.
The year 2000 bug. better
known as Y2K. could cause computers or machinery with computer chips who's operation relies

on a date to fail.
Because early computers had
less memory than those of today,
computer programmers attempted to save some memory by shortening the date. Instead of January 26. 1999 the computer would
read January 26. '99.
Certain programs that have
not been updated will read the
date as 00 in the year 2000. This
means that any computer or
machine will read the date as the
beginning of the 20th century
rather than the start of the 21st.
Failure of computers to read
the date correctly could mean
expired magazine subscriptions,
bills past due, and credit cards no

longer accepted. In the worst case
scenario, it could mean traffic
problems, delayed air flights, or
weapons that won't work.
"I don't think the crisis will be
that vast." said George Stossel.
President of Dacor Inc. in downtown Bowling Green. However
Stossel said. "People might do
things by hand for awhile."
The city of Bowling Green has
been working on the Y2K problem
for several years.
"We've done a rewrite of the
income tax program, replaced
software for utility billing and for
other accounts payable." said
Chris Jackson, city data processing manager.

"We knew we had a deadline to
meet, and we're in pretty good
shape." he said.
As for the predictions of the
doomsayers. Jackson's not worried.
"Every piece of equipment also
has a manual over-ride and there
are people around the clock." he
said of utility or traffic situations
that might be affected by the malfunctioned date.
Bill Gerwin. system support
manager for the University's
Information Technology services,
said that the University has been
working on its Y2K problem since
• See Y2K, page four.

Surfing net future addiction
By SARAH DELANEY
The BG News
As the world draws closer
to the millennium and all of
the problems the Y2K bug
might bring, some of the
other problems the computer
generation could encounter
in the future are often overlooked.
One of these is the controversial notion of internet
addiction.
"While internet addiction
is not technically a disease, it
can definitely be a problem,"
said Sheila Harris, a Wellness
Connection counselor.
Harris described internet
addiction as the need to
BG News Photo/ JASON SUGGS spend increasing amounts of
time online to achieve the satAndy Krojnyak, IBM system services isfaction that one could forrep., Installs Lotus Notes Servers.
merly get from spending

only a short time online.
"If a person consistently
stays online longer than
intended and misses appointments and responsibilities,
they could have a problem,"
she said.
Harris said internet addiction has many parallels to
drug and alcohol addiction
such as tolerance and withdrawal symptoms.
Harold Rosenburg, professor of psychology, agreed
with this comparison.
"There are basically three
dimensions to defining any
addiction. There are the
behavioral excesses, the psychological drive and the consequences of these excesses,"
he said, noting these dimensions could be applied to an
internet addiction.

Not everyone agrees that
internet addiction is a problem.
Ron Lancaster, associate
professor of computer science said, "It should be
described as less of an addiction than an anti-socialization."
According to Lancaster,
the main symptom associated with excessive internet
use is withdrawal from family and friends.
But while he may not see
this as a problem, Sheila Harris maintains that anti-social
behavior caused by internet
use is no different than that
caused by drug use.
Anyone who thinks they
may have a problem with
I See INTERNET, page tour.
U

Next time it gets a little too cold
on the way to that morning class,
consider stopping by the Active
Christians Today (ACT) on Wooster
Street for a free cup of coffee.
ACT is a non-denominational
Christian community in Bowling
Green. They are offering free
drinks to students In an effort to
get their name out.
According to Matthew Blinn. a
junior telecommunications major.
ACT was really big when it was
founded 25 years ago. but with the
coming of Campus Crusade and
other Christian groups their popularity died down.
ACT was started in 1963 by
Darrel Fyffe. a professor at Bowling Green. Fyffe wanted to provide
a safe place for students to establish and develop a relationship
with Christ.
Three years ago. with the coming of the new minister. Dave
Warner, the mission was renewed.
Thanks to Dave, who is a great
guy. and other on other members,
people are starting to recognize
ACT." Blinn said. "We are putting
the act back into active."
Besides beverages. ACT had a
celebration for their 25th anniversary last semester. The celebratioh
included alumni and all former
campus ministers.
During spring break. 30 members of ACT will also be going to
Boston. There members will work
at homeless shelters and the
drama team will present mimes in
area churches as a way to teach
others about God.
Additionally, In May. ACT will
be going to Haiti, where Warner
formally ministered. They will be
working on a variety of projects
that range from teaching to construction work.
In the past few years, because
of their effort. ACT has grown from
eight to 15 active members to
nearly 30 members.
Blinn was attracted to ACT
because of Its small size.
"It wasn't a huge group where I
was just a number." he said. 'It
was a family where people wanted
to personally get to know me."
Warner said It is the family
environment, along with the house
that makes ACT so attractive to
students.
"Back in the beginning of the
ministry they saw the value of the
house." Warner said. "It is almost
always open for the students to
take advantage of. There is a full
fridge, a TV. VCR and study rooms.
There is almost always something
going on for the students at the
house."
Warner believes the reason
some students are involved In ACT
because It has personality.
"Just like there is more than
one church In towns and there Is
not a lot of difference between
them." he said. "It all comes down
to where you feel the most connected."
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editorial
Should the library extend its hours? Last Thursday, The News
printed an article that spoke about the discussion that is currently
taking place on campus directed around keeping the library open
longer.
The immediate answer seems to be, "yes," but perhaps more
thought should be given to this. First of all, is the extended service
really necessary? If students aren't in need of an extra couple of
hours, then why stay open longer?
Also, is it really true that these students need the library to study
after midnight? The Business Administration building and the
Union are both open late past midnight. If all one needs is a place
to study, either of these will suffice and the computer lab can be
accessed at nearly all hours.
But, given thai there may be students who do need the library
specifically for their studies and that they'd be there past midnight,
is there now good reason to look into extending hours?
Perhaps not. Aren't there 22 other hours in the day? Obviously,
some students do work, but is it really the case that late evening
from 11 p.m. until 2 a.m. is the only free time that these students can
find to do their library-based research and studying?
And speaking of working ... There is the fact that by staying
. open later, we'll be asking more students to shorten their own sleepI time by a couple hours every once in a while. But maybe this should
■just be a part of having to work that job, just like being a night
guard at a residence hall includes being up all hours of the night.
The difference, though, is that a night guard or night janitor
knows the hours that he or she will be working and that they will
definitely be late at night. A student librarian could end up having
to work any hours from early in the morning to now late at night
toward 2 a.m.
But in all honesty, this does come down to a case of the needs of
the few versus the needs of the many. If there's an overwhelming
number of students who can't reach the library but at late hours and
need it specifically for their work, then it would seem intelligent
that the library does consider extending its hours.
Hopefully, these factors will be considered before any final decision is made by those in power.

Letters to the Editor policy
Do you agree with all of this? The BG News encourages all student, faculty,
administrate and local Input from any and all people who have a strong opinion. The BG New* will not discrimminate upon letters solely based on a person's
opinion We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion.
■ Utters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In response to a current issue on
the BGSU campus or Bowling Green area.
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and considered based on topic relevance and quality.
Anonymous letters arc not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished
only If the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider priming a letter or column as anonymous only under specific situations in which the author may have
valid reasons to remain anonymous.
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and
leave It In the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or, send It on e-mail to
bgnews#bgnet.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, -Letter to the Editor".
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowledges all entries submitted for publication.
Copyright © 1999. The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any
material from this publication without prior permission of The BG News is
prohibited.
The BG News ts an independent publication founded in 1920 and is published dally during the academic year and weekly during the summer semester.
Opinions expressed In columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily
those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors In sto
rtes or photograph descriptions.
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final.

Students deserve better from profs
We agreed the professor was a
nice guy, but as a teacher of a college class he could use some
brush-ups. I would have had
more respect for him, I think, if
he had kicked us out, because
we all know he couldn't have
been oblivious to our stifled giggles.

1 was sorting out some old
papers over the weekend and
among them were old schedules
and grades. After looking over
the classes I've taken (and I've
taken what seems like a lot), I
began to wonder how some of
those classes were still in existence. I've had a few great classes, a lot of blah ones, and some I
just try not to think about.
Now pardon me for having
an idea as outrageous as this
one, but if we're going to pay all
this money (which most of us
don't have) for classes, we
should at least get something
out of the class. If we walk out
having learned nothing more
than we knew going in (or what
we read in the book), is the class
really worth the time and
money? Couldn't I just get the
book out of the library and read
it and save myself a few hundred dollars?
My most frequently recollected waste-of-time class was a lit
class I took a few semesters ago.
That's the class thai taught me
how to pretend to pay attention
even when I didn't. And I
stopped caring what I appeared
to be doing after a few weeks.
We read books that were boring
to begin with, he didn't spice
them up at all and whether I
read the assigned chapters or
not, I just couldn't pass the
quizzes.

One time in that class, my
friend (whose attention span is
about as long as mine) was getting fidgety, and suddenly I
heard her whisper, "I lost my
shoe." This struck me as really
funny, so 1 started laughing and
she joined in. We laughed as
quietly as we could for the last
20 minutes of class. I kid you
not. A whole 20 minutes we tried
to stop, but it just wasn't happening.
Whenever we managed to get
our hysterics under control,
we'd look up, and since the class
was in a circle we met a dozen
pairs of inquisitive eyes, which
made us crack up all over again.
One of those classmates confided to me just the other day that
she would make herself go to
class just to see what we were
going to do that day. Not that we
would do something every class
or anything, or that we did it on
purpose. I hate being a disruption, but that class needed it.

I've had classes, Ihough, that
were incredible. Not that they
were necessarily hard or complicated, but they made me think
instead of just memorize and
recite. I had a special ed class
last semester with a mild-mannered and humorous woman
named Judy VandenBroek. I
think I learned more in that class
about my major than I did in any
other class last semester. She's
very matter-of-fact, she's a great
story-teller, and she obviously
knows what she's talking about.
My favorite English professor
is a strange man who insists that
you call him Stephen (not Steve,
and heavens forbid you should
call him Professor Whitworth). I
took him for Shakespeare last
spring, and British Lit last
semester. He's got this scare tactic set up for the first day of
class. He tells you that he
believes in the full range of
grades (and he's not lying), and
that he's not going to give you a
B on a paper that barely deserves
a D. He terrified me for the first
few weeks, but then I realized
that his expectations were

refreshing. I learned more about
writing from his classes than I
did in any other lit or composition class I ever took.
The classes that I've mentioned as my favorites are just a
few. I've had others that I
enjoyed just as much. I know
not everyone enjoys learning in
the same style, so not everyone
will agree on the best teachers.
But everyone has to agree that
there are classes that are a waste
of time, and I don't care how
long the professors have been
here.
If they aren't doing their job
effectively (and here's where
those evaluations we fill out at
the end of the semester come in),
they should either change their
style or be replaced; screw
tenure. Classes should make us
all think (professors, too!), and
they should make us want to
think, not fall asleep.

Jena Lohrbach is a columnist for
The News. Jena says, "Think I'm
right? Wrong7 Way off base? Tell
me at jlohrb@bgnet. bgsu.edu"

Make sure that your life is "clicking"
isn't about figuring out your
career plans. It's about getting
honest with yourself to a point
that may be uncomfortable, if
not downright painful. Ponder
this thought: What would you
be doing with your life if there
were no such things as limitations? If whatever direction you
wanted to take would happen
effortlessly? Chances are that's
what the "Click" is trying to tell
you.

Another semester has kicked
its foot through the door and we
hustle through blizzards, spend
our hard-earned money (or perhaps our parents hard-earned
money), and duke it out in the
parking lot for a precious golden
space, all for the sake of fulfilling
our destinies. We're developing
and honing our abilities to perfection in order to do, to the best
of our ability, what we were put
on this planet to do.
Yeah, right.
The longer I spend here at this
University, the stronger the
sense I get that there are an
awful lot of people who haven't
heard their "Click!" Have you
heard it? Let me explain.
I was twelve years old and at
yet another Boy Scout summer
camp. Throughout the week we
were supposed to attend merit
badge classes and other planned
activities. Trouble was, there
was this piano in the dining hall.
For reasons I can't explain, I was
drawn to it more strongly than
anything else I can remember. I
started skipping one class, then
two, until it escalated into entire
days of sitting there playing that
piano. It wasn't new to me; I had
played the instrument since I
was a wee-tot. But that was suddenly all I wanted to do.

Inevitably, I got caught. My
scoutmaster was furious. His
"lecture" escalated into a fullblown shouting match. Then he
said it: "I'm not going to let you
waste your time! I'm going to
make you do something important with your life!" And that's
when I heard it. Click!
All my anger at him disappeared, and I walked away
enlightened. I was going to use
my life for creating music.
We all have our own "Click."
It can be triggered any number
of ways, not just through anger.
At this point in our lives, it has
without a doubt happened. But
have you heard it? Worse yet,
have you ignored it?
Have you really asked yourself why you're here? Do you
even belong here? The "Click"

We're all intimidated by socalled
limitations.
We're
immersed in fears of failing or
fears of succeeding. These limitations, believe it or not, were
never our own. They were put
there by someone else and we
accept them as our own. These
fears make us ignore our click,
even after we start to listen to it.
I've seriously considered several
other career choices in the past
few years because I was afraid of
things like "Not being good
enough" or "There's so much
competition. How could I ever
measure up?"
There are even fears of succeeding. "If I get my dream gig,
then what? What would I have
to look forward to?" With a lot
of thought and practice, you can
catch yourself in these fears and
overcome them. But what if you

haven't heard your "Click?"
Like I said, you already have.
You just have to want to listen to
it. Some soul searching is irij
order. What others think is irrel
evant. At first, maybe even what)
you think is irrelevant. Th
"Click" is there, but you have t
sift through all the muc
implanted in your head over
years to find it. Once you do, it's|
time to make a beeline to that
wonderful world of destiny
After all, you don't only owe it to
yourself, but also to all of us to
be doing what you were meant
to do and help make all of out
lives richer.
This isn't an easy thing. The:
are people who have spent their!
entire lives ignoring themselves
There isn't a single solitary person on this planet that can tel
you what you can or can't do
Only you and your "Click
do that. It just takes the couragi
to face yourself.
Work up the guts and start lis-j
tening ...

Eric Luhta is a guest columnist.!
He
can
be
reached
luhtae@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

website of the day
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www.funnv.com
Ecology information and ideas
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After all this kind
of fanfare, and
even more, I came
to a point where I
needed solitude and just stop the
machine of "thinking" and "enjoying" what they call "living." I just
wanted to lie in the grass and look
at the clouds Jack Kerouac, Alone on a
Mountaintop
Growing and Declining
Numbers
On average, 2.3 people are bom
every second. Today, over 5.8 billion
people inhabit ihe planet. The
United Nations projects that over
the next 50 years, we may add nearly
four billion more, totaling 9.4 billion
people. Ninety-eight percent of this
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events
10 -11:30 a.m.

vanish every year. Scientists estimate
that the Earth harbors between 7
and 20 million species, of which only
1.75 million have been catalogued.
Sadly, many creatures will forever
remain unknown to us, for they are
disappearing before we even get a
chance to leam about them.
- for more information about population
issues and activist campaigns, consult
»www.siemKlub.org«

Affirmative Action's most out-

Affirmative Action: Reality

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

growth is expected to occur in lowincome countries where natural and
ecosystems are already stressed and
fragile, and where social services are
limited.
With an expanding human population, many non-human species are
facing decline or total extermination.
We destroyed 30 percent of the natural world between 1970 and 1995.
At the current rate of extinction, the
Earth will have lost 25 percent of its
present number of species by the
year 2050. Roughly 50,000 species

8472.

ITS Sales Macintosh Open

Pallister Conference Room.

House

Jerome Library. This program

100 Hayes Hall Apple representatives will be on campus
to show off the new G3's and
iMacs.

will raise this fundamental question, and many others, by viewing an investigative Dateline
segment

featuring

some

What is
your
greatest fear as
the year 2000
approaches?

autochthonous
/ah-TOK-tha-nuss/
(adjective): indigenous,
native
Examples The autochthonous
people of New Zealand, the
Maori, welcomed Helene and
Bob to their homeland.

7:30 p.m.

Autochthonous comes from the
Greek
"auto,"
meaning
itself, and "chthon,• meaning land; therefore the land
itself

John Pryba
Junior
VCT
The BG computer
system will lose all
my records and I'll
be a freshman all
over again.

USELESS
FACT
JERRY
GARCIA
PLAYED
STEEL GUITAR FOR
CROSBY. STILLS AND
NASH
IN TEACH
YOUR CHILDREN."

of

Union Ballroom. Admission is

free. Sponsored by UAO.

Wednesday,
1/27/99

Bruckner. Ph.D., will lead a discussion about typical symptoms
of dperession, as well as its true

Learning: How to
About Race

prevalence in women, and dispelling common myths regarding women and depression.
Also, information on Seasonal

113 Olscamp.National PBS teleconference live from San
Francisco.
downlinked
in
Bowling Green. Kick-off event
for the national conference of
the American Association of
Colleges
and
Universities.
Faculty, staff and students
encouraged
to
attend.
Following the teleconference
will be a discussion session.

Affective Disorder (SAD) will be
presented.

Brown Bag Luncheon

1-3 p.m.

More than 'The Blues": Women
and
Depression.
Elaine

Racial

daily

Cloudy.

HIGH: 40

HIGH: 47

LOW: 20

LOW: 34

Today ... mostly sunny. High near 40. Southwest
wind 5 to 15 mph becoming south.
Tonight... becoming cloudy. An evening low in the
upper 30s rising into the lower 40s by morning.
Tomorrow ... cloudy and mild with a chance of rain.
High in the lower 50s. Chance of rain 30 percent.
Sure, it's nice and sunny now .... But watch for
snow by the weekend!

Legacies
1

1
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»
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ACROSS
1 Definite article
4 Carbonated
water
8 Stormy seabird
14 Actor Scheider
15 Periods
16 Hard to control
17 Also
18 Penny
19 Shrill voice
20 Damp
22 Does up
sneakers
24 Very ancient
27 10 of dates
30 Oxen holder
31 Zodiac sign
32 Distant
33 Neighbor of I rar
36 Double bend
37 To and
38 At hand
39 Castle defense
40 Printer liquid
41 Mechanical
tooth
44 Trigonometric
functions
47 Golfer's mound
48 Lincoln, casual!
49 Carson's
predecessor

50 Last of a log
51 Not affiliated
with a party
56 More Bohemiar
58 Showy lily
59 Nosegays
61 Solemn vow
64 Take steps
65 Beginning
66 Force unit
67 Young'un
68 Primps
69 Matched group:
70 Utter

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21

DOWN
Hobo
Pay tribute
Singer Gorme
Subdivision
Mine output
Dolphin Marino
The Jetsons"
dog
Fills in
woodwork hole
Caruso and
Fermi
Elder or alder
Sticks to
Building add-or
Potash
More timid

n

.?

IS

V

-'.-

■

119
V
28

26

B

I

x

H
M

\i

Talk

lie

.i

■'A

33

>

7

1

1

17

re

23 Gardner of
mysteries
25 Schuss
26 Assam or
pekoe
28 Precious-stone
weight
29 Jogs
33 Singer Baker
34 Russo and
Auberjonots
35 Hurry
39 Soprano Callas
41 Water container
42 Orchestra
members
43 Sarazen of golf
44 Healthy spot
45 Com serving
46 Snares
52 Goads
53 Venetian-blind
strips
54 Aluminum
company
55 Dapper
57 Gel up
59 Explosive sound
60 Yours and mine
62 Shipmate's reply
63 T. Turner
channel
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CROSSWORD
Sun!

Randy Reynolds
Sophomore
English Ed.
Bruce Giliig.

Bruce Giliig
Sophomore
Business
Vampire dogs
made out of jello
coming out of hiding and taking
over the world.

Noon

Accoustic Guitarist Mike
Rayburn

Ray Kesel
Freshman
Architecture
That they will
raise the drinking age

Jeff Cerullo
Freshman
Computer Sci.
That Dick Clark
ages 50 years and
dies just as the
ball drops.

spoken critics. Open to all. For
more information, call 419/372-
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PAGE THREE of the BG NEWS is intended as a
source of non-vital information as a well as a
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minutiae. The material herein has been composed meticulously using various means to provide today s
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense. All words
transcribed nere are real; names have been
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting.
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions
gladly accepted; please deposit in 210 WEST HALL
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bqnet. bgsu.edu.
We'll probably look at It. Those whose material is
worthy wilt get to see it in print. Such reward.

TV GUIDE SECTION
TUESDAY
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6:30 | 7:00
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BROADCAST STATIONS
CBSI^

CD
CD
News X

W

Movie: amis «sl SntwthtfW Heoernplion (1994) A mrtdmannered u

Hollywood Sq.

Homelmprovs. |Hughleys(R)X ISpin City I

City Address

RMWB

3rd Rock-Sun

MMMOB

Ju»t Shoot Me

Will« Graces

Frontline Ihe Triumph ol Evil" X

DMeline (In Stereo) X

NtwiX

Journal

Charlie

ROM

Tonight Show '
(in lereo)X

Newshour With Jim Lehrer X

Nswshour With Jim Lihrar X

»rthuf jr.

Brainstorm

Nova iFl ■

Frontline The Trwmpnol En."X

Livelyhood "Our Towns"!

Wainnojor God Chsrlie Ross X

Home Improve. I Mad About You

SainlsldX

Friends IT

King ol tin Hill IPJi (In Stereo)

HI World Record!

NewsX

Simpsons X

Business Rot.

I Simpsons X

Jerry Springer

Estate Jewelry

Estate Je veiry

150)) WorldTreesures
Simpsons X

INswsradloX

Friends X

|Fnands X

CABLE STATIONS
Movie: *« A New Kind ol Love (1963. Comedy) Paul Newman.
AMC Movie: •*% "Blood Arley"(i955. Adventure) John Wayne, Anna Ekberg.
Movie: « .« "Throw Momma From ihe Train" (1987) Danny DeVito.
DsilyShow(R) ISteln'e Honey
COM Saturday Night Live X
> Dstsctlves "Women Who Kill
Wild Discovery "W*d Boars" (R)
Lost Sub Hunt |FV
|H»-tHJne(R)
DISC NswHousi
ENC

Nightline S

SporU Night X NYPD Blue "I Don't Wanna Dye' X

Nova (R) I

Body*SoulX

©

NBCh

SUte MM City Jeopardy! JL
CltyAddraM

Movie: «»»H "Th»Hoifioc*"(l972, Comedy) Robert Redlord.

Movie: ••"-. 'Funny FamT(l988) Chevy Chase. X

Making of Hutch Lassidy
Com.-Presents

IPulp Comics IX

fi Casskjy-Sundance Kid"
Daily Show

IStsln's Monsy

Lost Sub Hunt (R)

FBI Files

Movie: l^e Jaieniure ol Stemc* Homes' Smarter Srener"(i975) X

"Apptenticeshf'

College Basketball: Kentucky al Georgia. (Live)

Sport scenter

ESPN

Up Close

Sportscenlsr: Super Bowl

College Basketball Indiana al rVrinesota. (Live)

FAM

New Add ems

Show-Funny

New Addams

HBO

Movie: «•'.- "Mars Attacks!' (1996. Comedy) Jack Nicholson. 'PG-13'B Movie:« i 'The PoSman"(1997) Kevin Coslner A posial worker mspres U.S. citizens to 6ghl n 2013. WI Sopranos (R) (In Stereo) X
Civil Wsr Journal (R)
Modem Marvels Ocean Liners'
Loch Ness Monster (R)
Icemen (Part I ol 3)
20th Century (H)
Crusades (R) (Part 1 ol 4)

HIST
MTV

ILHe, Camera

Real World 5

Real World I

Real World X

|Biorhythm

Beavis-ButL

Sports News

Cavs Greatsst Games

Hardcore FootbeS

Amazing StoriesIStar Trek "Court-Martial' X

Highlander: The Series (In Stereo) Friday the 13th: The SsriasI

Twilight Zone X IStar TrekX

History ol the Bathing Suit - Hide Big Stuff:

Traums:Li!sintheER|R)

Cods 3 "Dangerous Waters"

Trauma: Lite in the ERii

ER "Blizzard" (In Stereo) X

Movie: «••« "The Song"(1973) Paul Newman. Two

Animaniacs

Snoot's Squat

IDexler's Lab

ICowt Chicken I Bugs I Daffy

USA

ravculs*: Lagan ary Jmys.

Xena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker, Teas Ranger (In Stereo)

VH1

5.00) Movie: Ihs Is Spinal Tap"

Where-Greass

[Big Chill: Then

Where Are They Now? iln Stereo)

FOX Sports News

SM

i-era con men plot to swindle a enme lord.
[Tom snd Jerry

iFllntstonesX

I Scooby Doo

FRONT AND CENTER
with
JEREMY AND TAMI
WBGU 88.1 FM Tuesdays 5-6p.m.
call in at 372-2826

This week:
Stacy Enriquez of
Campus Parking and Traffic
Hear about the parking issues before the forum
sessions - call in with your opinions.

Lovellne (in Slereo)

Cut (In Slereo)

TOON Batmen: Series Scooby Doo

Silt 1 Oily

700 Club

IReturn lo Lonesome Dove (In Slereo) (Part 2 ol 3)

Countdown

Due South Bird in Die Hand X

I Twisted Toons

Lite, Csmsrs

Last Word

SC
SCIF1 Quantum Leap (In Slereo) X
Home Again
IHorns Again
TNT

IShow-Funny

We're back... Same day, new time

FOX Sports News

Movie: H*tt "The VercW" (1992)
Snoot's Squat

ICow I Chicksn

Movie: t* "The Momson Murders" (1996, Drama) John Corbett. J

New York Undercover (In Slereo)

Where Are They Now? (In Slereo) IWhere Are They Now? (In Slereo)

Where Are They Now? "SOS" (R)

Plus the latest from
Heywood Banks and win
free tickets to Lollipop
Lustkill at Frankie's.

MP3
Continued from page one.
residence hall.
"MP3s are better than CDs
because you get the songs for
free," he said. "You don't have to
keep changing CDs when studying because you like one song on
one CD and one song on another
CD."
Dave Blevins, a freshman
biology major, likes listening to
the CD's, but he said MP3's have
their downfall.
"They are not portable and
you cannot play them on stereos," he said.
Although MP3s cannot be
played on stereo, there are ways

to transfer the files onto CDs
with the correct software Blevins
said.
In order to crack down on illegal downloading, MP4 files have
been invented to to deter MP3s
from destroying the music
industry. According to Wired
Magazine, they combine songs
and video footage, as well as
links to the song's artist(s).
MP4s are much harder to separate and copy onto other types
of computer languages, which
includes those that CDs read. At
the current time, MP4s are not
widespread, but are expected
tobe in the next few months.

Y2K
Continued from page one.

November 1995.
The committee Year 2000' was
formed three years ago and over
that three year period, we've been
changing administrative programs," he said
The University tests various
programs by running them on a
computer that Is set up to believe it
is January 2000.
Toby Singer, interim executive
director for information technology
services, said that the committee
will be finished and moving forward soon.
"Bowling Green is in good
shape." Singer said.
Although all administrative programs have been checked and

dealt with. Including bill'ng. It is
difficult to find every program
Infected by Y2K.
"We haven't looked at every possibility, some offices have their
own systems. Various desktops
may or may not be functional,"
Gerwin said. "Computers are so
much a part of everything that we
do."
If students are concerned about
their personal computers and how
they might be affected by Y2K.
Singer suggests looking up the
brand name of the computer on
the web.
There are numerous web sites
for each brand of computer that
will tell you If your system is compliant with the Y2K standard,"
Singer said.

INTERNET
Continued from page one.

internet addiction should contact
the Wellness Connection at 3729355.
In the meantime, the notion of
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internet addiction will be likely
to raise some eyebrows.
"It will be interesting to see if
anything comes out of this in the
next few years," Harold Rosenburg said.

-20c Wings on Tuesdays
-Our Wings are Better
-Hours 11am-2:30am
Everyday
(Serve food until 1:30am)
1720 E. Wooster St.
419-354-2000

- )

Ohio U. attempts to solve Y2K
U-WIRE, ATHENS, Ohio —
Ohio University is on its way to
meeting a once-in-a-millennium
deadline. Since last year, the university has been responding to
the Y2K problem, a worldwide
concern that stems from computer programmers' efforts in the
1960s and 70s to save computer
memory space by using a twodigit date system instead of a
four digit date system, according
to a Sept. 15 Post article.
As a result, some computer
systems and programs will not
recognize "00" as 2000 and will
malfunction.
But at OU, Jan. 1,2000, should
not come with any major setbacks, said Douglas Lawrence,
interim associate provost for
information and technology.
"Without a doubt, we'll be
ready," he said.
Problems are more likely to
arise in the peripheral systems,
including items such as elevators, medical equipment and faculty desktop computers, which
have not yet been evaluated by
the university, Lawrence said.
Because different programs
access dates and accounts in different ways, technology crews
have to asses the programs and
systems individually, he said.
"That problem is daunting
because of the number of computers involved," Lawrence
said.
To help combat potential
problems, the university is in the
process of creating a task force to
asses and fix minor university
computer systems, Lawrence
said. But individual colleges and
schools ultimately will be

responsible for fixing their computers and programs, said Don
Sweet, administrative systems
director. The university hired
Computer Technology Solutions,
a Columbus-based computer
consulting company, to give
seminars Solutions, a Columbusbased computer consulting company, to give seminars to help
various technology departments
learn how to identify possible
problematic systems, Lawrence
said.
"The key thing is to help various departments around campus, the various physical facilities, and to understand what the
Y2K issue is," said Bill Johnson,
CTS account manager.
Through the seminars, Johnson said CTS helped OU technology teams prioritize important
computer systems at the university and evaluate whether those
systems are ready for the millennium.
Although the university will
be evaluating all major and
minor systems, Lawrence said he
believes some systems will not
be identified or fixed by the new
year.
"As careful as we try to be,
there may be some things that
will not be identified by Jan. 1,
2000," he said.
Bui Lawrence also said the
chance of a system not being
fixed decreases as a system
becomes more critical to the university's functioning.
All of OU's major computer
systems are scheduled to be
ready for the year 2000, Sweet
said. As of this quarter, OU's Student Information System, which

controls data such as TRIPS and
student housing, have been
made year Y2K-ready, he said.
Systems that still need to be evaluated and fixed are those for
financial and human resources
departments. Sweet said he
expects both to be ready by Jan.
1,2000.
"As far as we're concerned,
we're looking pretty good," he
said. The university plans to test
those systems early in the quarter to make sure they are working correctly, Lawrence said.
Despite all the evaluations, Johnson said he does anticipate a few

setbacks worldwide.
"I think they should be prepared that there will be some
inconveniences," he said.
Items such as pagers, elevators and household computers
are most likely to malfunction,
he said, but those setbacks most
likely will be minor.
"It's sort of like packing for a
big family trip," Johnson said.
"You plan well, but there are still
some things that will be missing."

CUSTOMER
APPRECIATION DAY!
BOWLING GREEN
112 MERCER & WOOSTER
354-6500
354-6500
THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!
'STOP IN
THANK YOU!
THANK YOU!
TUESDAY
& WEDNESDAY
[January 26 4 27
.ALL DflYI

LITTLE CAESARS \~~
112 MERCER
I
I

PJ2?Q'S
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m

with Pepperoni

! $£49
MEDIUM $*J99

$2

No substitutions Round pizzas only Umrt 4 pizzas Valid at this Little Caesars location only
Carryout only Sorry no rain checks

SALES & MARKETING CLUB
Come find out what we're all about!
Join us for our Info Night on
Tuesday, Jan. 26th at 7:30 in Rm BA 1011
FREE Pizza and Pop
All Majors Welcome!
For more information, contact Steve Newell @ 372-8222

Lil' Jama

Happy Birthday!
Thanks For Being
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All My Love. Vickie
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World &Nation

Editor in-Chief.
Mike Wendling
372-6966 "

Eye
on
U
S.
missiles
hit
Iraq
#
news
omplled from staff and wire reports

■HEALTH!
NEW YORK (AP) — Rising health plan premiums and skyrocketing drug costs are among the reasons it will cost 9 percent more to
provide health benefits for workers, a survey of employers predicts.
The jump is the biggest in seven years.
The survey, released Monday and covering 4,200 employers, was
conducted by the consulting firm William M. Mercer. In 1998, health
benefits costs rose 6.1 percent, Mercer said.
Employers blamed the increases on rising premiums charged by
health plans and much higher drug costs. To deal with rising costs,
employers are continuing to drop coverage for retirees and are
reducing drug benefits for some active workers.
Last year, the percentage of companies with 500 or more workers
providing health benefits to retirees over age 65 fell to 36 percent.

■ GLKNNHHMBHHHHHBHMHBB
TOKYO (AP) — Astronaut John Glenn — the oldest man
ever in space — shared his secret for staying active with the
Japanese on Monday: daily exercise and a positive attitude.
"The elderly have just as many hopes, dreams and ambitions as everyone else," Glenn — flanked by his colleagues
from the space shuttle Discovery — told a news conference at
the Japan National Press Club.
The Ohio native and former U.S. senator and five other
crew members were in Japan on a hip to promote international links for the U.S. space program. They were joined by fellow
crew member Chiaki Mukai, Japan's first woman astronaut.

The Associated Press
BASRA, Iraq — U.S. missiles
slammed into residential neighborhoods in southern Iraq on
Monday, demolishing sturdy,
stone-walled homes as they
killed at least 11 people, Iraqi
officials said.
U.S. officials said its Air Force
and Navy jets fired at air defense
systems in response to "threats
by anti-aircraft artillery fire" and
by four Iraqi warplanes flying
south of the 33rd parallel in violation of the no-flight ban.
Pentagon officials said it was
likely that U.S. jets targeting the
Iraqi air defense installations
misfired and that at least two
missiles may have resulted in
civilian deaths in and around the
city of Basra. Spokesman Navy
Capt. Michael Doubleday said
U.S. officials were "still assessing
the site damage."
The missiles hit five areas of
southern Iraq, including the
working-class
al-Jumhuriya
neighborhood on the outskirts of
Basra, Iraqi officials said. Several

homes in that neighborhood
were destroyed, their roofs
caved in. Broken dishes and
kitchen utensils were strewn
among the rubble. Civilians
worked late into the night to
clean the debris from the morning strike.

In al-Jumhuriya, four homes
were completely destroyed and
six damaged, including Lufti
Swadi's house. The blast ripped
the front door off the 28-year-old
baker's home, shattered parts of
the walls and scattered the furniture.

Ahmed Ibrahim Hamash, the
governor of Basra, said two aircraft fired five missiles that
killed 11 people and injured 59.

In the village of Abu alKhaseeb, four houses were
destroyed and another four
damaged. Iraqi officials were
still assessing damage in the
other civilian area that was
struck.

The missiles struck in the
morning and Hamash said most
of the casualties were women,
children or the elderly because
many men had already left for
work.
The missiles hit three civilian
areas in or near Basra, as well as
a site near the airport and another near the Rumeilah oil fields.
An engineer at the oil field
was reported injured in the
attacks.
Iraqi officials took reporters to
the al-Jumhouri hospital, one of
the city's two main hospitals.
Several injured children and
women were al the hospital.
Iraqi officials said they had been
wounded in the strikes.

Hamash said there were no
military installations in the areas
that were hit.

"It began with a big bang,"
said Zeinab Ali, who was slightly injured with cuts and bruise.
"I could see my house coming
down on us. There was dust all
over."
Marwa suffered multiple
wounds to the scalp and a deep
knee injury.
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz condemned the attack and
said the United States and its
allies would be held responsible.
His remarks were reported by
the official Iraqi News Agency.

"There is nor even a police
station there, let alone a military
installation," he said. "The United States claims to be a humanitarian nation but they are enemies of that concept."

Basra, 350 miles south of
Baghdad, is within the southern
"no-fly" zone that the United
States and its allies set up after
the 1991 Gulf War to protect Shiite Muslims who rose up against
the government of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein.

At the al-Jumhouri hospital in
Basra, Marwa Ali, 6, lay on a
hospital bed swathed in a pink
blanket. Dried blood was caked
on her nostrils. She was about to
go to school to take an exam
when the missile struck, her sister Zeinab, 25, said.

In the northern no-fly zone
Monday, U.S. aircraft attacked
three separate Iraqi anti-aircraft
batteries, U.S. officials said. They
said the aircraft fired missiles
and dropped bombs after Iraq
targeted or fired on the warplanes.

Yum.
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Clinton
wants
more
welfare
The Associated Press

Choose from Strawberry, Blueberry, Tangerine, Grape or Lime.
PowerPC G3 processor, 6-gigabyte hard disk, 32 megabytes RAM, 56K modem.

Your special student price $1,149
Stop by and see the new G3's!
Today 10 am - 3 pm
Come see it on campus at:

Bowling Green State University
ITS Sales & Rental
100 Hayes Hall (419) 372-7724
Authorized Reseller
11998 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved The Apple logo is a registered trademark and Mac is a trademark o/
Apple Computer, Inc. Power PC is a trademark of IBM Corp.

WASHINGTON
(AP) —.
Acknowledging it is getting
tougher to clear public assistance
rolls, President Clinton appealed
Monday for corporations to help
"deal with the remaining people
on welfare" by hiring and training with their needs in mind.
Clinton spoke at a welfare-towork ceremony as his administration released new figures that
reflect both a 30-year low in welfare caseloads and some slowing
of welfare declines in a few
states. He proposed expanding
or extending programs that have
proven successful to address
those mired in the most persistent poverty.
Among his proposals were
spending $150 million in fiscal
2000 to provide job training and
other support for fathers, $430
million for housing vouchers
and another $150 million for
transporting potential workers
from inner cities to suburbs,
where jobs tend lo be more
abundant.
"We don't have any excuse
not to do it," Clinton said. "With
a continually growing economy,
businesses have to reach wider
to get new talent. ... We have to
see this as an opportunity to
make permanent gains in dealing with the welfare challenge."
House Ways and Means'Committee Chairman Bill Archer, RTexas, said Clinton's proposal
runs counter to the trend indicated by the dropping caseloads
and the existing $7 billion in
block grants at states' disposal to
help those remaining on welfare.
"The lives of the poor and
needy have been improved
greatly," Archer said. "Now is
not the time to abandon what
has worked to go back to the
failed system of throwing money
at a problem."
Nationally, just under 8 million people remained on welfare
at the end of September, down 44
percent from 14.3 million in
1994.
Kansas, which had cut its welfare rolls by 62 percent since
1993, showed only a 1.7 percent
decline in the quarter ending
Sept. 30.
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"Experts consider
using plants,
animals in space
The Associated Press
ANAHEIM. Calif. - For the
first time In history, humans are
making serious plans to carry
life to other worlds, but experts
said Monday It's uncertain
whether plants and animals
from Earth can thrive and evolve
on other planets.
"For a long-term habitation of
Mars, you'll have to grow crops,
deal with microbes and so forth,"
said David Morrison of NASA's
Ames Research Center. "We have
to understand the response of
those organisms to the different
conditions."
Organisms that evolved in the
gravity of Earth may not thrive in
the lighter gravity of the moon or
Mars, said Emily R. MoreyHolton. In the one-sixth gravity
of the moon and the one-third
gravity of Mars, fundamental
processes of heat convection and
sedimentation change. Also, the
surface tension of water, which
shatters easily in Earth's gravity,
becomes a strong barrier In
lighter gravity and could affect
basic biological functions.
"We don't know the effect of
these changes," said MoreyHolton. "We have to learn if
Earth organisms can live and
evolve In these changed conditions."
For instance. Morey-Holton
said, researchers found that tadpoles hatched In orbit never
developed lungs. In the low gravity, the surface tension on air
bubbles became so strong that
the tadpoles could not punch
through to breath, she said.
"They would hit the bubbles and
just bounce off."
In another orbital experiment,
a type of mustard plant failed to
thrive in space because water
droplets clustered about the
roots, blocking absorption of
nutrients. Again, the cause is
thought to be the enhanced surface tension of the water
droplets.
Changes In gravity could also
• affect how genes work and could
_even affect evolution, said
; Morey-Holton.
"Some researchers are looking
'■ for gravity-dependent genes,"
I she said. There is concern that
; in a different gravity some genes
: may fall to turn on while others
; could shut down."
Such actions could dramatij cally alter a plant or animal or
; even cause lethal changes, she
• said.
In one orbital experiment,
i several generations of human
• kidney cells were cultured and
I researchers have found that the
[ genes in the space grown cells
; changed. Just how the changes
i would affect the cells is not
! known.

Profit found in computer glitch
The Associated Press
LUBBOCK, Texas — If the
millennium
computer
bug
leaves supermarket shelves barren, cities powerless and communities
in
chaos,
Roy
Leonard's $2,000 Magna-Chair
might come in handy.
He says it uses magnets to
increase blood circulation — useful for those too afraid to venture
out into the darkness for exercise. And he says he can't keep
them in stock.
The Lubbock furniture salesman was one of dozens of entrepreneurs pushing preparedness

Friday at one of the nation's first
Y2K conventions. The three-day
show drew hundreds of buyers
and sellers convinced that a computer glitch could cause havoc at
the turn of the-century.
Many computers originally
programmed to recognize only
the last two digits of a year won't
work properly beginning Jan. 1,
2000, when machines will
assume it is 1900. Some computers can be reprogrammed, but
many devices have embedded
microchips that must be physically replaced.
Most analysts say the problem

will likely be a nuisance rather
than a catastrophe. But few at the
convention were willing to go
unprepared.
Thus the need for full-body
hygiene wipes, solar-powered
lamps and gas masks — in case
martial law is declared.
"I think we're on the way to a
major breakdown, in which
things may never be the same
again," said Jerry Gentry, who
runs a business called Y2K Club
out of his home in the east Texas
town of Gladewater.
Gentry expects lo sell out of
his $1,290 survival kit by the end

of the year. The kit, designed to
feed four people for one year,
includes 20 containers of organic
wheat, eight containers each of
corn and soybeans, and several
water fillers.
"I feel we are doing these people a service — giving Ihem a
chance to buy things you can't
find in a supermarket," Gentry
said. "At worst, they'll be prepared in the case of any major
disturbance for the better parl of
their life."
Some at the convention
warned lhat a breakdown could
leave people spiritually needy as

well as physically threatened.
Steve Farrar had just the book
— "Spiritual Survival During the
Y2K Crisis." The book suggests
families unable to leave their
homes should hold daily Bible
studies, for example, to keep
faith strong in shelter-like conditions.
Not all the conventioneers
were preaching panic.
James Stevens, author of
"Back to Basics," told attendees
at one seminar not to buy things
they will never use.

Football still tops at box office
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — The
high school football movie
"Varsity Blues" clung to
No. 1 again during a lackluster box office weekend
that saw Sharon Stone's
"Gloria," the only new
movie in wide release, fail

to break the top 10.
The top 12 films generated about S63 million In
North American receipts.
19 percent less than the
comparable 1998 period.
Exhibitor Relations Co.
Inc. said after tallying final
figures Monday.
"Varsity Blues." starring

"Dawson Creek" TV star
James Van Der Beek.
earned SI0.6 million to top
the box office heap for a
second week. It has earned
S30.8 million since its
debut.
"Gloria." a remake of
John Cassavetes' 1980
picture about a mob mis-

tress who flees with a
young boy after hitmen kill
his family, placed 15th
with a meager $2.1 million
in its debut and was 15th
with a grim SI.403 perlocation average.
"Patch Adams" was in
second place with S8.1
million, followed by "A Civil

Action" with S7.6 million
and "The Thin Red Line"
with S5.8 million. "Stepmom" was fifth with $5.1
million.
"At First Sight" was
sixth with S4.9 million and
"You've Got Mail" was seventh with S4.1 million.
"The Prince of Egypt" was

eighth with $3.9 million
and "Shakespeare In Love"
was ninth with at $3.6 million.
The critically praised "A
Simple Plan" rounded out
the top 10 with $3.4 million.

* IT'Q TIME TO THINK ABOUT
FINDING A GREAT APARTMENT
FOR NEXT YEAR...
CLOSE TO CAMPUS WITH
FREE GAS HEAT

V*

•222 S. College #1-1 bdrm unhjrn
—
•222 S. College- Efficiency
•228 S. College #A-#J - 1 bdrm unfur & furn
•228 S. College #K-#0 - 2 bdrm unfurn & furn
•Washer/Dryer on premises*
Visit our Website www.newloverealry.com
NEWIPVE 332 S.I

AND WEVE COT ONE FOR YOU!
CHECK OUT THE BEST APARTMENTS IN BG!
Mid Am Manor
-641 Third 8f.
-702 Third 8*.
-839 Fourth St.
Chariestown Apartments
-710 8cott Hamilton
-730 8oott Hamilton

Ashdon Apartments
-836 8oott Hamilton
-860 Scott Hamilton
8chmeHz Rental Properties
-702 E. Wooster
-620 Third 8t.
-122 Frazee Ave.

Call or stop by our office today!
Mid Am Management • 641 Third St. Suite 4 BG • 352-4380

FRAZIER REAMS FELLOWSHIPS
FOR RISING SENIORS WITH INTEREST IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS

Voted America's Best
Company for Part-Time Jobs

The Frazier Reams Public Affairs Undergraduate Fellowship Program was established in 1973 in recognition of Frazier Reams, Sr. and his distinguished service in the broadcasting industry as a member of Congress and as a Trustee of Bowling Green Stale
University.
Two S5000 Fellowships may be granted annually to rising seniors (attending BGSU
for two semesters of senior year) who intend to pursue careers in public affairs (speech communication, broadcasting, journalism, political or government service, public health, community service, law or some other public affairs field). A minimum 3.2 G.P.A. is required.
Applications are available at the Mileti Alumni Center.

DEADLINE: February 26. 1999

—Your Money Magazine, Oct./Nov. 1998

B&B
Truck and Auto Repair
10% Discount

Mike Rayburn!

v.; Student ID

•Oil Change $19.99*
'most vehicles
• Low Shop Rates
• Engine Service
• Transmission Work
• Brakes
13040 Bishop Rd.
B&B
Bowling Green, OH
3S3-2S26
Free Towing if we
do the job!

Tuesday, Jan 26th!
8PM in the Ballroom
(2nd floor of the Union)

Bilhop
Kd

BGSU

United Parcel Service is a Global, Fortune 500 company
that is considered in the industry the leader in package
distribution.

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

We are currently looking for permanent

part-time employees who are interested in working from 3
to 5 hours per day.

130 E. Washington Street. Bowling Green, Ohio

419 354-6036
NOW
Graduate student housing
for Winter Session
6-8 mo. leases at:
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry
facilities in bldg
a/c. quiet. From $395 mo.
803 - 815 8Di st.
quiet, spacious, laundry
(acuities in bldg. a/c
gas heat From $495 mo.
Let us help you make it
thru the Winter to early
summer months
■

Call 354-6036
From 10:00-4:00

i.

We Offer:
Excellent entry level

Full time benefits for

pay of «8.50/$9.50

part time work!

per hour, and can earn
up to $12.45/813.45

Advancement

per hour with

opportunities!
Holidays and

progression

weekends off!

United Parcel Service
if you're interested in staying in shape,
join us and work out while you work.

(419)891-6820
*Mu»l he able to perform the "Essential Job Function"
UPS u an Equal Opportunity Employer

>
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Pope meets with rich in Mexico City
The Associated Press
MEXICO CITY — In a rousing finale to his Mexico visit, Pope John Paul II urged more than 110,000
people packed into a soccer stadium Monday to
use their faith to fight violence, drug trafficking
and other ills of society in the new millennium.
An adoring crowd gave the pope a deafening
15-minute ovation after he entered the giant Azteca
Stadium, rode around the track in his Popemobile,
then stood and waved from a redorpeted octagonal platform on the field.
"This faith, lived daily by so many believers,
will enliven and inspire the programs needed to
overcome" crises confronting humanity, including
corruption, drugs and unbridled consumerism, the
pope told the farewell "meeting of the generations."
"You, as children of the Church, must work to
ensure that the coming 'global society' will not be
spiritually indigent or inherit the errors of the century which ends," he declared.
Another roaring ovation, complete with "the
wave," ensued when the pope — energized by the
crowd — smiled and declared: "Today I can feel
Mexican!"
Completewith fireworks, the wild stadium celebration was broadcast to cheering crowds in cities
across the Americas, from Los Angeles to Buenos
Aires, Argentina. In turn, clergy and faithful in
those cities broadcast messages to the pope.
"No! No!" the crowd shouted when it was
announced that the ceremony was ending and the
pope would have to leave.
The frail, 78-year-old pope leaves Tuesday
morning for St. Louis, where he will meet President Clinton, speak to a youth rally and celebrate
Mass before 100,000 people.
In his closing prayer Monday night, John Paul
expressed sorrow for victims of an earthquake in
Colombia that killed more than 200 people. "We
wish for the eternal rest of those who lost their
lives," he said.
Tens of thousands of Mexicans had lined boulevards leading to Mexico City's Azteca Stadium,
leaning precariously off overpasses and standing
on parked trucks, to see the pope pass by on his
way to the event.
Admirers showered the Popemobile with flowers and confetti. Others released balloons and
doves as he passed.
Alejandra Creel, a 40-year-old designer, mar-

The Assoicated Photo

Mexlcans cheer as Pope Johm Paul II makes his way Into Mexico's largest soccer stadium, Azteca Stadium.
veled at the raucous stadium crowd as it chanted,
"John Paul, brother, now you are Mexican!" and
"John Paul II, the world loves you!"
"This shows that the masses really can accomplish something positive," Creel said. "Young and
old are uniting for the same causes: love and brotherhood."
Earlier Monday, the Vatican conder. .led the latest U.S. bombing raids on Iraq, just a day before the
pope was to meet Clinton. In a statement issued by
spokesman Joaquin Navarro-Valls, the Vatican said
the military action "confirms once again" the
pope's belief that "military measures don't resolve
problems in themselves, rather they aggravate
them."
The pope also reached out to the rich, celebrating a private Mass for about 250 bankers, politi-

cians and other church patrons.
At the Vatican's nunciate, or embassy, in Mexico
City, well-dressed couples climbed out of luxury
cars for tfie private service — a stark contrast to
Sunday's exuberant Mass before an estimated I
million people at a dusty, trash-filled auto racetrack.
John Paul urged the civic leac rs to bring religious values to public lite and to remember Cardinal Juan Jesus Posadas Ocampo, killed at Guadalajara's airport in 1993, said Carlos Medina Plascencia, an opposition legislator.
The federal Attorney General's Office concluded
that Posadas Ocampo was shot by mistake, confused for a drug lord by a rival gang. Catholic bishops here rejected that conclusion — noting Posadas
Ocampo was a well-known figure — and called for

the case to be re-opened.
Outside the nunciate, dozens of ordinary Mexicans waited in the 35-degree cold just to be near the
pope.
"We should all be together. Rich and poor come
from the same Lord," said Maria Angela
Velazquez, 69. "We should al be equal, but there is
no equality on this Earth.
"We must remember that we do not take money
to heaven, but our works and sacrifices. I am going
to take the richness of spirit."
On this trip, his fourth to Mexico, the pope has
stressed the need to preach to both rich and poor. "

t

BGSL/ CMN
Employment
P^nce Marathon
Winter* Softball Tourney

JVEWLOV

REALTY
RIVIAIS
Conic join our rental family!
|Ov
•:»(»: Baal M.-rrv Street
L^Li
2 bdrm across from Campus
•114 Soulh Main Slreel
1 bdrm w/central AC above downtown business
*117 North Main Street
1 bdrm w/dishwashrr & central AC above downtown business
*Many more to choose from!
Visit our office at 332 Soulh Main Sired to pick up
your free brochure of over '100 apartments, houses.
and duplexes in many locations.
Visit our website: www.ncwloverenlilv.roni

Get your organization registered soon! $10 per team
Deadline for registration is January 28 by 5:00 PM
Additional registration forms in 450 Student Services

Saturday, January 30
10:00 AM
Intramural Fields

Men's, Women's and
Co-ed Teams
Maximum of 24 teams
1/2 hour games

utliiAU&fU

Positions Available:
Equipment Room Supervisor, Floor Supervisor, Lifeguard,
Customer Service Representative, Weight Room Supervisor,
and Aerobic Leaders.
NOTE: If you are interested in Officiating please contact the
Intramural/Sport Club Office in the Perry Field House at 372-2464.
The Department of Recreational Sports will be hiring for
the 1999 - 2000 academic year. On Monday, February 1
& Tuesday, February 2 applications will be available
starting at 7:00 am in the Activity Center of the SRC.

First Place Winner: 200 Spirit Points
Second Place Winner: 150 Spirit Points
Third Place Winner: 100 Spirit Points
Participation: 50 Spirit Points

• Arrive early due to the limited number of applications •
All proceeds benefit Children's Miracle Network
For more into contact Chris Bentlage at bentlag@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Visit our website at: http://www.bgsu.edu/studentiife/organizatjoris/miracle/
AND

mi

■ ilk'

M

GALACTIC TAN
PRESENT

1* ANNUAL SPRING BREAK BEACH PARTY
Eacsh Thursday We Will Have A Bikini/Beach Attire Contest.
The Grand Prize Winner Will Recieve A 1 Week Trip To
Florida For Four Plus $500 Spending Cash.

For more information call Catherine "Cat" Cramp @ 372 - 7481.

• Women's & Men's clothing

Bentwood
Subdivision

• Indian tapestires
• Sterling & semi precious

^

(across from Mercer Manor)

Monday Nitro
50 cent Drafts
$1.00 Shots

Bar & Restaurant i
Appreciation
Phishin with Dave
Night
Import Specials
$2.00 Pitchers

ursday

• 2 BATHROOMS
• 2 CAR GARAGE
• 4 BEDROOMS
• 1400 SQUARE FT
AVAILABLE BEGINNING MAY 15!

GREENBRIAR, !NC.
352-0717

• Jerry dolls & Beanie bears
• Hemp jewelry, twine, &
hackysacks

• Indonesian handicrafts
• Candles, incense, oils, &
gifts for everyone!

BUY 1 SWEATER GET 1 FREE
ENTIRE MONTH OF FEBRUARY

LIVING CANVAS

Frl/Sat

445 E. Wooster • 354-5203

Draft Specials

"In the Vault" .
Tattoo & Body Piercing

Spring Break Beach Party

Hospital type sterilization
health department licensed
B.G.'s oldest established tattoo shop.

Happy Hour

Tropical Drink Specials

• Tie-dye tees

• Bags galore!

445 E. Wooster

For Details Call Mark's Pub or Galactic Tan
S32 E. Wooster
352-2447

Wednesday

9

til **

PIUS!
Free Tanning Packages, Beer Koozies, Bikinis, T-Shirts,
and Spring Break Necessities.

Tuesday

stone jewelry

7:00-9:00
-*M-F
llllllllllllr.
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Sports tf

Tod McCloskey
Sports Editor
The BG News
372-2602

Women's track breaks two records
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
SAGINAW, MICH - After a disappointing two point loss to Central
Michigan at the opening indoor meet
of 1999, the women's track team
rebounded well.
The Saginaw Valley Invitational featured two other Division I schools as
well as a host of schools from lower
divisions.
"It was a good meet for us," coach

Steve Price said. "Our main competition came from Michigan State and
Central Michigan. There was a large
number of Division two and three
schools and NAIA schools at the meet.
I think there were 15 teams competing
in all."
BG was able to snatch victories in
five different event*:.
Junior Stephanie Heldt highlighted
the Falcons' performance by breaking
the SVI meet record in the high jump
clearing a height of 5 feet 10 inches, a
personal best. This accomplishment
was also good enough to give her an

NCAA provisional qualifying mark.
She may be invited to the NCAA meet
at the end of the season.
"It felt awesome," Heldt said. "I was
so excited when I found out that I
made the provisional. Before the jump,
I felt really happy. I wanted to smile, it
was a lot of fun jumping Friday."
A second meet record fell to BG's
Hanane Sabri who won with a lime of
2:12.22 in the 800-meter run. This
marks the second straight week in
which Sabri made a record setting run.
At the season opener, she set the Perry
Fieldhouse record in the mile run.

Other Falcon winners included Lisa
Mariea in the 5000-meter run, 18:00.05.
Lisa Keegan won the sholput with a
throw of 46 feet 4 1/2 inches.
Matching the men's team accomplishment, the women's team of Sabri,
Libby Mitchell, Christine Thompson
and jovone Houpe were victorious in
the 4x400 relay, 3:59.76.
The strong showing for BG came
without some of their lop athletes. The
Falcons were without Ail-American
long jumper and triple jumper, Huina
Han, who aggravated an injured knee
in last week's competition.

Kelly Mansell, who ran on the winning 4x400 relay team last week, also
missed the meet with soar shins. The
defending Mid-American Conference
outdoor champion in the 400-meter
run, Tracy Hill, rested this week due to
calf soarness.
Other notables for BG were: 3000meter run - Angie Michael, 10:20.95,
second; 20-pound weight throw - Keegan, 54 feet, second; 800 - Thompson,
2:15.27, third.

Ohio State sets Gymnasts defeat WMU
attendance record
By MATTHEW P. LYONS
The BG News
Nanooks had their best two perBy WILLIAM R, SANDERSON
The BG News

formances of the year. UAF
blanked Nebraksa-Omaha 4-0

Going into the new Value City and 7-0 over the weekend.
Arena, there were some concerns
Laurion said it was in the prothat Ohio State would have trougram's best interest to find a
ble filling the seats. That was not
a problem Saturday as every one new coach.
of the 17,249 seats were sold out
for a game against Michigan.
Boisvert passes York in
The sellout gives the Buckscoring race
eyes the record for the largest
OSU's Hugo Boisvert had a
on-campus Division 1 hockey
game. The Value City Arena is three point night Saturday
the largest campus hockey arena against Michigan to move into
in college hockey.
first place in the CCHA's overall
With 1:10 left in the game, scoring list. He has totaled 17
OSU defenseman Ryan Jestadt goals and 20 assists in 27 games
scored to tie the game 1-1.
this year.
OSU beat Ferris State 3-0
Two points behind is MichiThursday and is now in sole possession of third place. The Buck- gan State's Mike York and Bowleyes are 13-10-4 overall and 11-6- ing Green's Dan Price.
Price received the league's
3 in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association.
"Offensive Player of the Week"
The Buckeyes moved into award for his five point perfortheir new digs earlier this mance over the weekend.
month. They sold 17,045 tickets
In
overall
goal-scoring,
for that game, also against UM.
Northern
Michigan's
J.P. Vigier
Their next three home games
resulted in totals of 7,314, 7,945 is tied at 17 goals with Boisvert.
Vigier's linemate, Buddy Smith,
and 7,204.
Going into the season, OSU leads the league in assists with
coach John Markell estimated 25.
that the average attendance
would be near 7,000.
MSU-UM fight for first
OSU goalie Jeff Maund won
The Spartans and the WolverCCHA Defensive Player of the
ines
are one of college sports
Week honors. He stopped 29 of
classic rivalries. This weekend
30 Michigan shots.
can throw first place into the
mix.
Laurion resigns
Michigan State has been in
University of Alaska-Fair- first place for the majority of the
banks coach Dave Laurion season and has not lost a game
announced his resignation Fri- in 14 outings. Despite the Sparday. He will finish out the season tan's success, UM has managed
with the resignation effective at to stay close behind.
the end of the year.
Two points separate the
Laurion has a record of 74teams. MSU is 14-2-4 in league
111-8 during his time with Alas- play. The Wolverines are 14-3-2.
ka-Fairbanks.
Michigan has a game in hand on
After the announcement, the the Spartans.

BG New* Photo/SCOTT FAUBER

Emily Gray maintains her balance during Saturday's gymnastics meet against WMU.

The BGSU gymnastics team
downed the Broncos of Western
Michigan in Mid-American
Conference action Saturday.
With as many fans sitting on
bleachers as there were on the
floor the Falcons used a superior floor squad to get past the
Broncos 191.625 to 186.525.
On Saturday, two old teammates squared off from opposing sides. BG's Kelly Verhoff
and WMU'S Andrea Ruhe competed at the club level while at
Gold Medal Gymnastics. The
two faced off against each other
on the uneven bars. Andrea
Ruhe scored 9.225 while Kelly
Verhoff scored 9.625. Both gymnasts stressed that their competition only existed on the team
level. Verhoff's score is a personal best for the 1999 season.
After three events the Falcons led by a mere 1.3 points.
The Broncos headed to the
vault, an area where they have
been strong all season. BG went
to the floor exercise, where they
struggled last week against
Ohio Stale. The Broncos turned
in a weak beam performance
while the Falcons had their best
score of the 1999 season on the
floor (48.575).
Bronco coach Terry Casperson believes this meet will help
her team move to the next level.
Dan Connelly of the Falcons
was impressed with his team,
especially the floor squad.
The Falcons saw strong performances from Marny Oestrang, Mindy Untch, Kristin
Molnar, Emily Gray and Cristin
McClellen.
The Falcons are 2-2 overall
and 2-0 in the MAC. They will
face Kent State Saturday at 7
p.m. in the Eppler Center gymnastics room.

Falcon men use meet as stepping stone
By MATT STEINER
The BG News
SAGINAW, MICH. - In his first year a; men's track coach, Sterling Martin hopes to build a program that will be competitive and
close knit. Friday, at the Saginaw Valley Invitational, the team took
a step in that direction.
"We started coming together as a team," Martin said. "The guys
were all out there rooting for each other and giving each other support. We've got some tremendous leaders on this team and they
began to step it up."
The coach was hoping that the non-scoring format of the meet
would help his competitors gain some individual confidence. Three
events were won by BG athletes while 11 different events saw Falcons place in the top three finishers.
Goal achieved.

I

"It was a
I^HII^I^BHHMMHBHHHIIi^Hi^Bi^aHBHBHHiaHHHIi^ sprint.
good building
"We started coming together as a team. The guys were all out there seconds.
Miller ha
block for us,"
rooting for each other and giving each other support."
da
senior Alex
Sterling Martin "rneof
Sprague said.
Men's track coach 1:54.55 in the
"It will help •
800-meter
the younger
run which
guys who haven't had the meets and experience. There's a lot of
proved good enough to capture second.
young guys on the team and it will help their confidence."
Seven other Falcons took third place in their respective events:
Sprague, who won the hurdles competition at the indoor opener
5000-meter run - Rob Glatz, 15:23.64; 3000 - Aaron Usher, 8:51.88;
last week, took first in the 55-meter hurdles at the SVI with a time
mile run - Jimmy Weckesser, 4:20.56; 55 hurdles - Chaz Price, 7.75
of 7.60 seconds. Kreg Hatfield won the 3000-meter run with a time
seconds; high jump - Doug Heitkamp, 6 feet 8 inches; pole vault of 8:40.61. BG also managed to take first in the 4x400-meter relay.
Mark Baxter, 15 feet; 35-pound weight throw - Alex Moser 52 feet 11
The winning team included Eric Holmes, Pat Lisi, Craig Schomer
1/2 inches.
and Pat Miller.
"I was pleased with the way we performed," Martin said. "Our
Holmes walked away from the meet with a second place finish
marks and times showed how well we did. We were a much better
in the 400-meter run, 50.03 seconds, and third in the 200-meter
team this week than last week."
i
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Men's tennis extinguishes the Flames
Greg Kusnierz to take the doubles point.
"Our doubles point was a struggle." BG coach Jay Harris said.
"We have a lot of new doubles teams. We're trying to mix the
younger guys in with the veterans. But they are improving daily. It
was nice to win and struggle because all the guys were out there
pulling for each other."
Harris commended BG senior Matt Wiles for showing his leadership during the doubles match.
"I think we didn't necessarily play well, but we managed to stay
together as a team." Wiles said. "We managed to gut them out. It
was a big doubles win because of that. For the first match, we were
trying to get in a groove."
Prior to the Illinois-Chicago match, BG played in the Mid-American Conference Indoor Invitational at Toledo against MAC rivals
Eastern Michigan, Toledo and Western Michigan as well as Robert
Morris College. The singles teams combined to go 16-4 while the
three doubles teams went 4-7. Wild. Wiles and Kossoff won the second, third and fourth (light singles' titles respectively.
BG travels to Ohio State Saturday.

By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
It may not be the prettiest match they'll play all year but the
Bowling Green men's tennis team will take it.
Why wouldn't they? After all. it was a 7-0 blanking of IllinoisChicago at Laurel Hill In Toledo and It meant a 1-0 record after the
first official match.
BG took all six singles matches. Five of the six doubles matches
were completed in two games. Matt Wiles won his third singles
match In three sets over Ansel Blzarra, 7-5, 4-6. 6-1. Radu Bartan,
Vitek Wild, Mike Kossoff. Brandon Gabel and Sonny Huynh all
recorded singles victories.
The Falcons' doubles teams managed to win two of the three
matches necessary to win the doubles point. Gabel and Kossoff
defeated Luke Taylor and Martin Osuky, 8-2, but Bartan and Wiles
had to go to a tiebreaker where they defeated Alex Muresan and

Swimmers take a dive
By NICK HURM
The BG News
A six-hour bus trip, a state of
the art pool, a very Ught competition and a not so tight competition was the full experience of
the Bowling Green swimming
and diving team this weekend.
The teams headed to New
York to compete against another
Mid American Conference opponent — the Buffalo Bulls. The
Buffalo men showed that their
3-0 record was no fluke handing
the Falcon men a 161-75 loss.
It came down to the final
events on the women's side.
After all the water cleared, Buffalo slipped by BG by a 152-148
score.
The women's meet was about
as close as It can be. Back and
forth, the Bulls and the Falcons
traded wins. BG and Buffalo
both won eight events, but a
couple higher second and third
place finishes put the Bulls over
the top.
"We swam very well and dove
very well," said head coach
Randy Julian. "It was a handful
of events that cost us the meet.
Our depth and some events really faltered when it came to rac-

ing."
On the swimming side, Jen
Jargosa placed first in the 200
Free. Nancy Simpson has swam
strong all year. She won the 100
Back this time. Bethany Budde
took both 100 and 200 Breast.
In the 200 Back, Sarah Abell
won in a time of 2:11.79. BG
also took both the 400 Free and
Medly Relay.
"We were excited we swam
well," captain Tina Sullivan said.
"But we are disappointed we
lost. I definitely think we can get
them at MAC (MAC tournament)."
Diver Laura Segerlln has really come on strong for the Falcons since the break. Segerlln
finished first In the 1-meter
board and tied with teammate
Pattie Wilson in the 3-meter.
Buffalo dominated the men's
team. The Bulls won every event
except the 1-meter boards,
which senior captain Jeff Allen
won. Allen has not lost the 1meter since before break.
BG had a bit of the flu bug
going around which affected
some of its performances. Captain Matt Johnsen was one of
those who came down with the
sickness and did not compete.
Johnsen believes that the men

should be ready to go this weekend in the two big home meets
with Valparaiso and Miami.
Despite the loss, a few positives came out of the swim.

Michigan State nips BG women
Michigan State nipped the Bowling Green women's tennis
team Saturday at East Lansing 4-3.
Meghan Rhodes, Abby Bratton and Deidee Bissinger all
won singles titles for the Falcons at the second, third and
fourth flights respectively. But Michigan State swept BG in
all three doubles matches to take the match-winning point.
They are 0-1 on the season.
"I think it was a good beginning," Rhodes said. "It let us
see where we stand at the beginning of the (spring) season.
We need to work on doubles to earn that point crucial to winning matches."
BG plays in the Eastern Kentucky Invitational Feb. 5-7.
M

• *•**• •••••••••••••

Freshman Tom Mohlman finished second in the 200 Free,
setting a season best. Kevin
Anderson also swam a very
strong race.

Winthrop Terrace Apartments
Has FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE
for ALL Residents

Furnished & Unfurnished
1 & 2 Bedroom Apts.
Free Heat and Water
1 & 2 Full Baths
2 Swimming Pools
24 hr. Maintenance
On-site Laundry Facilities
New Appliances

HJ Visit Our Website - www.newloverealty.com
332 S. Main
l±]m^QQLiL2DiaLinniiG.^^

The Story of the St. Louis

Brian Bartow
Director of Media Relations for the St. Louis Cardinals

Wednesday,, Januwtif, 27,1999
7:30 pjnt. £enfiaxt Quoad fficdbiaom

ior Portraits
Last Chance!
Call 372-8634 to schedule your sitting
or do it on-line at:

www.carlwolfstudio.com
user-name: bowlinggreen
password: 9075

Portraits are taken from 10am-6pm daily in 28 West Hall
The $6 sitting fee can be bursared.
*Don't be left out of the historic 1999 Key Yearbook!*
I
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As told by the 1999 Florence and Jesse Currier Endowed Speaker,

352-5620

*

400 Napoleon

Home Run Sensation

Rentals

*

*

Cardinals' Mark McGwire

NEWIPVE

*

Call today 352-9135
Ask about our fall listings

BGSU Journalism Department presents

920 E. WOOSTER STREET
^ Sleep Walk to Class - Val Manor Across From Kohl
Move "Close To Class" At 920 E. Wooster Street
Large two bedroom apartments
Nicely furnished with carpeting and hardwood floors
Quality building and life style
Campus convenience at reasonable rates
Free inside storage
Free gas heat, water & sewer
Laundry facilities
Off street private parking
9 & 12 month leases going fast on these spacious apartments

*
*
*
*
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A BG diver performs at a recent meet.
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OVER THE WIRE

Barry signs with
depleted Bulls
DEERFIELD, III. (AP) — Brent
Barry's been following famous
people all his life. He's one of
Rick Barry's kids, even though
his relationship with his father
admittedly is "rocky."
Now the 6-foot-6 guard, who
won the NBA slam dunk contest
three years ago and who's
known for his flashy play and
no-look passes, has joined the
new-look Chicago Bulls as their
shooting guard.
It's a position a guy named
Jordan played with distinction
for many years.
"If he does play well in Chicago, then they think they've got
the next Michael Jordan," Miami
coach Pat Riley said.
Barry, who signed a six-year,
$27 million deal Monday with
the Bulls, had several options as
a free agent, including Golden
State.

STANDINGS

Browns hire 2 Bear assistants
The Associated Press

•NBA
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BEREA, Ohio — While his
new defensive coordinator met
the media via speakerphone
from Chicago, Chris Palmer's
top choice as the Browns' defensive line coach was placing a
very important phone call.
"He's upstairs talking to his
wife," Palmer said. "And I just
hope his wife likes Cleveland."
Palmer spent a dizzying first
weekend as the Browns' head
coach with a phone almost constantly in his ear. He fielded over
150 calls and made more than 50
himself as he quickly scrambles
to put together a coaching staff.
He found a guy for his
defense, and as it turned out, the
guy on the phone got clearance
from his wife, too. Now all
Palmer needs is someone to take
a few messages, and maybe even
brew a little coffee.
"This is really, really hectic
right now," he said Monday after
announcing Bob Slowik — formerly of the Chicago Bears — as
the Browns' defensive coordinator. "We have no players. We
have no coaches. And we have
no secretaries."

Actually, Palmer has two
coaches. A few hours after
Slowik's hiring, the Browns
tabbed Clarence Brooks, who
worked with Slowik in Chicago,
as their defensive line coach.
Palmer said his search for a
defensive coordinator began
with a list of 14 names that he
quickly trimmed because several
were coaches already under contract by other teams and therefore unavailable to the Browns.
Slowik, 44, is someone Palmer
said he had admired for years,
first as a defensive backs coach in
Dallas and then as an assistant
under Dave Wannstedt with the
Bears.
As Jacksonville's offensive
coordinator this past season,
Palmer got a chance to go headto-head against Slowick when
the Jaguars opened against the
Bears.
"They really utilized their personnel," said Palmer. "They
switched and went from the 4-3
to some 3-4 defenses. I was
impressed with the variety of
defenses that they played, and
how well their players played."
The Bears defense continued
to play hard for Slowik until the
final game of the season, long
after Chicago's year had disintegrated into a 4-12 mess that
ended with Wannstedt and his
entire staff being fired.

Vill. m.11 Hockey [.caRuc
Al A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
I'hiladelphia
24
25
New Jersey
Pittsburgh
20
N Y Rangers
17
N.Y Islanders
14

L
10
14
14
21
29

Toronto
Ottawa
Buffalo
Boston
Montreal

W
27
25
23
20
17

L
16
14
13
16
21

W
20
17
16
II

L
18
16
23
30

•Undergraduate Housing
'Graduate & Professional Housing
•No parental guarantee needed!
•Professional Management Team!
•Full-Time Maintence Service!
•Pets permitted in some rentals!
Slop by our office for a copy of our 1998-1999
Housing Guide and we will go through the
brochure with you to find you the ideal home!
332 S. Main St. (our only office) 352-5620 **£S
NEWIPVB Visit our web.
.newloverealily.com tgfS \

Pts
57
56
53
47
42

Southeast Division
Carolina
Florida
Washington
Tampa Bay

T
7
11
4

Pis
47
45
36
26

WliSTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
23
16
16
13

Detroit
St Louis
Nashville
Chicago

L
20
17
25
25

Pis
49
41
36
33

6 Kentucky (17-4) did not play Next al Georgia. Tuesday

7 Auburn (18l)did not play Next vs Mississippi Slate, Wednesday
8 Michigan Stale (16-4) did not play Next: vs No 15 Ohio Slate. Wednesday
9 Si John's (16-4) did nol play. Next at No 17 Syracuse. Wednesday
10 North Carolina (17-4) did not play. Next: al No 2 Duke. Wednesday
11. UCLA (14-4) did not play. Next: al Washington State, Thursday
12 Wisconsin (18-3) did not play. Next: vs. No. 19 Minnesota, Saturday
13 Arizona (13-3) did nol play Next: vs. No. 3 Stanford, Thursday
14 Purdue (15-5) did not play Next: at Northwestern. Wednesday
15. Ohio Slate (15-5) did nol play. Next at No. 8 Michigan State, Wednesday
16. Iowa (13-4) did not play. Next vs Perm Slale. Wednesday
17. Syracuse (14-5) did not play. Next vs No 9 SI John's. Wednesday
18. New Mexico (16-4) did not play Next vs Brtgham Young, Saturday
19 Minnesota (12-4) did not play Next: vs. No 20 Indiana. Tuesday
20. Indiana (16-6) did not play. Next: al No 19 Minnesota, Tuesday.
21 Arkansas (14-5) did nol play Next: vs LSU. Wednesday.
22 Kansas (13-5) did not play Next: at Nebraska. Wednesday.
23. Miami (12-4) did nol play Next vs. Scton Mall. Wednesday
24. Texas Chnstian (15-5) lost toTulsa 72-62. Next: al Rice. Saturday
25. Flonda (14-3) did nol play Next vs Alabama, Wednesday
Mid'American Conference
Men's Basketball
By The Associated Press
Overall
W

L

13
13
11
13
11
11
t

4
5
6
5
6
7
15

East

Northwest Division
W
Colorado
22
Edmonton
18
Vancouver
15
Calgary
15

Pts
48
43
36
34

L
19
19
24
27

Pacific Division
W
27
24
17
15
16

Dallas
Phoenix
Anaheim
San Jose
Los Angeles

L
9
11
19
18
25

DESIGNER PROTEIN $22.00
lOOOg CREATINE
$40.00
AMMO 6
$40.00

Newlove

Pts
58
55
47
41
31

Northeast Division

Attention Athletes/Bodv Builders
Score Big With

T
10
5
7
7
3

College Basketball
Top 25 Fared
By The Associated Press
1 low the top 25 teams in The Assonated Press' uillege basketball poll tared
Monday:
! Connecticut (ISA) beat Georgetown 78-71 Neat at No 1 St John's. Saturday
2 Duke 119-1) did not play Next vs. No 10 North Carolina. Wednesday
3 Stanford (17-2) did not play. Ne»t at No 13 Arizona. Thursday
4 Maryland (18-21 did not play NcM vs Flonda Slate. Wednesday
5. Cincinnati (18-1) did not play Next: vs Xavier, Thursday

T
7
7

•

12
4

Pts
61
55
43
42
36

Miami, Ohio
Ohio
Bowling Green
Kent
Akron
Marshall
Buffalo

West
Toledo
Ball Si
Cent. Michigan
W. Michigan
E. Michigan
N Illinois

Chuck Mangione
In a Benefit Concert for the
Edwin T. Berts Scholarship Fund

We have guaranteed lowest prices on Met-Rx, EAS, Muscle Tech.
Energy bars, foods, and drinks, Workout Apparel & much more!
EAS bats, bars, creaUne.l-sbirls, to be given away. Many more discounts!

Saturday, February 6, 8 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center, BGSU

Perrysburg

Siet's Power Source
Vitamin Outlets

M-F 11a.m.-6p.m.
SAT I0a.m.-4p.m.

Perrysburg Fort Meigs Plaza
148 E. South Boundary (Next to Alteration's Express)
872-0099

|E
z|

SO.

Boundary
* Siet's

r7||BGSU|
T-FRI 26-29lh

Tickets: $35," $25, $20 & $10
*ind%tda reception with Mr. Manpone
To Order: 419)372-8171 or 800)589-2224
Tickets On Sale January 19.'
I'i.-s, nt. .1 by the College o( Munc.-il Arts al Bowling Green Stale Unixenilu,

areer Services

://www. bgsu. edu/offices/careers
Get headed in the
right direction ...

Attend Career Services Workshops
Sign up on the Web through the Spring Calendar link!
"Long Distance Job Search" Workshop
Thursday, January 28
Career Services Office

10:30 - 11:30 a.m.

"How to Find a Government Job" Workshop
Tuesday, February 2
Career Services Office

2:30 - 3:30 p.m.

"Great Answers to Tough Interview Question" Workshop
Thursday, February 11
Career Services Office

9:30 - 10:30 a.m.

Trying to unravel the job search mystery?
Join Career Services for Real Life 409: "Recruiters Tell All"
Learn from the pros! A team of recruiters will share the inside story on how you

really get hired, write resumes they'll remember and interview with confidence.
Saturday, January 30,1999
9:00 -10:00 a.m.
10:00 -11:30 a.m.
11:30 -1:00 p.m.

The inside Story: How You Really Get Hired
Interview Strategies
Resumes They Will Remember

All sessions will be held in 113 Olscamp hall.

(
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The BG News
Delta Chi * Delta Chi * Delta Chi
$100 SCHOLARSHIP
Pick-up Applications During Delta Chi
Rush events on Jan. 26 & 27
or Feb. 2 A 3 from 7:30-9:30 in
Rodgers Hall 2nd floor study lounge
"You must be an undergraduate man to apply"
Delta Chi' Delta Chi * Delta Chi

lem?TNews
Classified
Ads

372-6977

Tht BG New* "ill M knuttiagly taxpi aJvcmirmrnit
OiM Jiicnimnatt. o« moirap Uitcnmiiuimn ofaintt
any individual or group <« the ham of race ar*. color.
crtcd. religion. naDonkl origin. KRIMJ onrniaiion dit■balify. mnii i> a veteran. »* on the twin of my other
legally protected uatui
The BG News retcfvci ihr nght to decline, diicuniinue
"i re«itc iny advertiMmeiK tuch u iho«e found to he
defamatory, lacking in factual Kuu. run leading or falie
m nature All adveretemenii are lubyrci k> rdtilng and
approval

CAMPUS EVENTS
*' * ONM K lnt»m«tloml ■ *"
Open House i
WecJnwttoy. January 27. at 9:00pm. at
the Union. 3rd floor in the Ohio Suits.
Jon the world's largest collegia to service
organization! For more details or info
e-mail Kelly at martick@bgnet.bgsu.edu
' CKI' CK1 * CKI • CKI" CKl ■

SEE THE TOLEDO STORMII
Join UAO on a trip to see the Toledo Storm
Hockey Game on Friday. Feb. 2.1999. Sign up
in 330 Student Union by Feb. 5II 7% cair
372-2343.
Senior Portraits
This Week
Senior Port raits
Carl Wolf Studio is now on campus taking
senior portraits from 10am-6pm dairy. Any
senior graduating in May or August should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress clothes
and in a cap and gown provided by the studio.
Sessions take about 15 minutes and the $6 sitting fee can be charged to the bursar. Please
call 372-8634 to schedule sitting. Portraits taken in 28 West Hall Dont be left out of The Historic 1999 Key Yearbook.

■AMA'AMA-AMA'AMA*
Membership Drive
Jan. 25-27
isiFkmrBA
'AMA'AMA'AMA'AMA'
APCSNAPMAPICS
General Membership Meeting
Elections
Job Fair In lor mat-on Night
Everyone Welcome1
BA 112.7:30pm
Free pizza A pop
APCSNAPMAPICS

CITY EVENTS
WATCH FOR
Di BENEDETTO'S
ANNIVERSARY AD
ON JAN 29

ATTENTION FILM ENTHUSIASTS"
Gel on board for a production that is taking
place this semester. Attend a mandatory meeting on Fn., Jan. 29, at 206 01 scamp Hall. Questions can Kevin at (419) 389-0262 or Jeremy at
(<19) 536-2342.
Cro«i-C ult u nl Conversation Connection
Are you interested in learning more about another culture'' Would you like to make a new
fnend from another country? This program will
match you with an international student for t\e
semester. Call 2-8i 33 for more details.

LOST & FOUND
Money found. Please call to identify bank envelope, amount, and what was written on envelope 372-7698.

Uptown.'Downtown Celebrates
20th Anniversary.
Ws are giving away
2 Spring Brsak Trips for 2 lo
Jamaica. 92.5 Uvs Remote will be there
with lots 04 T-shirti, sweatshirts. A
othsr prizes. Everyone present will
be entered as a contestant.
No purchase necessary!
Must be present to win.
So don't miss out
on all the fun!

Pregnant??
FREE pregnancy tesis.
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Cenier

Delta Chi ■ Delta Chi * Delia Chi
$100 SCHOLARSHIP
Pick-up Applications dunng Delia Chi
Rush events on Jan. 26 A 27
or Feb. 2 A 3 from 7:30-9 30pm in
Rodgers Hall 2nd floor lounge
"You must be an undergraduate man lo apply"
Delia Chi' Delia Chi' Delia Chi
Delia Chi • Delia Chi' Delia Chi
RUSH DELTA CHI
Jan. 28* 27
From7:30-9:30pm
In RoOflers Hall. 2nd floor study lounge

Greyhound bus now located at Campus Tarv
ning 352-2329

Sandpiper-Beacon Beach
Resort Panama Cily Beach
Florida, from $159 per peison
3 pools. i indoor pooirlazy
river noe. huge beachs.de
hottub suites up 10 lOpeople.
Tiki bar. home ol the world's
longesi keg parry
Drink Free, draft beer
all week w/cover. Free into
1 600-488 88?8
www sanopiperbeacon com

Hey ladies of BGSU' Come see what the
sisterhood of AOil is all about1 Tonight at Vie
AOII house 8-8 45pm and 9 9 45pm The
AOII's will see you there1

GO GREEK
Come to theChl Omega house
for Spnng Recruitment tonight.
from 8-8 45 A 9-9 45
We can't wail to meet you I

GOING ON SPRING BREAK Buy the most
powerful fat burner/energize we
offer-* I 9.95-Universal Supp
1-888-642-7887-Creatlne 10OOgrs $29 95.

Hey! Trek on over to Overman 095 at 7:30 pm
Wednesday. January 17. Biologist. Dr. Steve
Vessey will share slides and stones about
"Monkeys. Mice and Men: A Research Adventure" Sponsored by the Center for Environmental Programs and the Environmental Action
Group
Interested m a FREE nutrition assessment
and information?
Come visit the nutrition peer educators
at the WELLness Connection
Wecanhelpyoul
Just call for an appointment
al372-WELl
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE BY 3PM IN 130
PE RRY FIELD HOUSE: JAN 27-MENS ANO
WOMEN'S TEAM HANDBALL: FEB. 2-MENS.
WOMEN'S ANO CO-REC CURLING: FEB.
3-MEN'S AND WOMEN'S DBLS RACQUETBALL: FEB. 10-MENS INNERTUBE WATER
POLO.

Board of Black Cultural Activities
Presents

• AOII * AOII'AOII'
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi will be having
recruitment tonight from 8 8 45pm and
9-9:45pm.
■ AOII" AOII" AOII"

Coach Powell

'SAVE $100*
DISH Network 18" Saiellnes Only $U9-(Reg
$249). Additional Receivers Only $99. FREE
Self-Installation guide America's TOP 40 programming Only $19.99 a month. Credit
cards/COD accepted. Shipping add
$19.95.CALL NOWI1-88B-853-8181. ($50 rebate for Primes tar switch I)

Message In A Bottle:

The 40 oz.
Scandal

Alpha Chi Omaga
The Alpha Chi's will be having informal recruitment tonight from S-8:45pm A 9-9:45pm at
the AXO house. We hope to see you therell
Alpha Chi Omega

Thursday® 8:00 p.m.
In the Amani Room

Alpha XI D-lta
Don't miss out on "xi" place to be
Spring Recruitment is tonight
from 8-8:4 5
Alpha XI Delta

Don't Miss
this Think Tank!

AOI * AOII * AOII
The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi would like to
congratulate last week's Greek of the Week. ,
Jill Farleyl
AOII'AOII-AOII

<-.'"' OLDt "'■
i; ENQIISHJ;

»*- aoo -

2*

1/28/99

There's Always Something New in Classifieds!

THE ALASKAN EXPERIENCE

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

Go Greek with the sisters of Kappa Dettai
Dress is casual-Check the paper for displayed
dales and limes' GoG'eek'

Spnng Break '99
www.sunsptashtours com
From $991
Free trips A
Group Discounts
Hours and hours ol free drinks
Jamaica Cane jn Florida
South Padre Bahamas Barbados
Lowest prices/Best meals
CALL TOOAYM-800-426-7710

SERVICES OFFERED

Delta Chi' Delta Chi' Delta Chi
RUSH DELTA CHI
Jan 26 & 27
From7.30-9:30pm
In Rodgers Hall. 2nd floor study lounge

Delta Chi * Delta Chi - Delta Chi
Would like to congratulate Brother Jon Moore
on his appointment to the IFC cabinet.
Delta Chi' Delta Chi ■ Delta Chi

PERSONALS

Society 'or Human Resource Management
Into right. Wed Jan. 27
8:00pm. BA 113
STUDY IN NANTES, FRANCE
Meeing Toes. Jan 16.1999
9:00pm in BAA 1000
VIDEO ON EUR AIL TRAVEL
Application info
EARN 6 BGSU CREDITS
ALL MAJORS WELCOME
??7"s contact: mondre@bgnet

Tuesday, January 26. 1999

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

SEVEN SPRINGS SKI TRIP!
January 30th-31st
Depart: Jan 30th @ 9AM
Return Jan 31st @ 9PM

EAST PQE

A 12 Day Field Trip into the Interior and South Central Alaska

July 5-18,1999
3 credit hours - A&S 395 or A&S 587
Deposit deadline January 29th
check or credit card
E-mail: jruding@bgnet.bgsu.edu lor cost"

EftST VYPOgTER
SCOTT HAMILTON PR

w

VIDEO PRESENTATION
Presenter, Dr. Joel Rudinger, trip coordinator
Ms. Lori Peugot
One University Drive
Huron, Ohio 44839

Firelands

419-433-5560

800-322-4787

N

lor 2 btdroemfunashtdandxmfurnishtd
May and August 1999
1 or 2 bedroom summer only
limitedavailable

www.litelands.bqsu.edu/hunvloelrudinaer/Alaska/Alaska.html

A \l

'.APUtl U-. HOA1)

QfpxvLeasuw

WEDNESDAY JANUARY 27th
Bettoher Room In East Building

BGSU

"Includes Hotel,
Transportation and Ski Lilt Ticket
Equipment rental not included

;:;;

E ()

2 Blocks from Campus
480 Lehman
354-3533
I

T Y <t>

'Hotel & Transportation: $26.00 (Bursarable!)
'Ski Rental: $37.50 -OR- Snowboard Rental: $55
(rent both lor entire weekend!)
Ski Lift Tickets. $75.00 (cash only please)

£

Questions?
Call 372-2343I

X T /.

Formal Fraternity Recruitment
January 26/27 & February 2/3
__ 7:30 - 9:30 PM
I\
Old Fraternity Row
Lambda Chi Alpha AXA
Alpha Sigma Phi AZ4>
Zeta Beta Tau ZBT
Beta Theta Pi Ben
Pi Kappa Phi riK*
Delta Upsilon AY
FIJI <l>rA
New Fraternity Row
Sigma Alpha Epsilon ZAE
Kappa Sigma Kl
Sigma Chi IX
Theta Chi 9X
Rodgers Court
Sigma Phi Epsilon £<J>E
Phi Kappa Tau <DKT

ic

/
I

FREE SATELLITE TV
SYSTEM AFTER REBATE
Whvn you sign up Tor ■ yi'nr of DISH Network One-R-ie Plan
Including America's Top 100 CD and your choice of 2 Premium
Movie paekases or America's Top 100 CD plus your choice of
my other prowammlnii <■< 111.1I In v for $.«B.oH/month.

FREE Self-Installation Kit or $99 Installation!
Ask how lo get an additional $SO rebate to "switch."

t-888-853-8181
(See our Ad in the Classified Section, too!)

Phi Delta Theta <t>A0 @ Kappa Kappa Gamma
Phi Sigma Kappa <t>£K @ Mac North
r*
)
. Delta Tau Delta ATA @ Phi Beta Pi
Kappa Alpha KA 0 Alpha Gamma Delta
Vs
Delta Chi AX @ Rodgers Hall
For more information call Charlie at 372-2846

HI

I F C
K

\

M

\
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The BG News

Tuesday, January 26, 1999
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED FOR
TEAM HANDBALL. APPLY IN 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE AND PICK UP AND COMPLETE TAKE-HOME TEST BY NOON OR
JAN 27 FOR TEAM HANDBALL MUST ATIEND MANDATORY CLINIC
JAMAICA SHUTTLE SPRING BREAK
7nis from $499 each from Cincinnati.
Call RegQaeJAM (800) 873-4423 or check
out our website at reggae-iam.com

UJ

00

< n

MEN! MEN!
Are you interested in becoming a presenter to
other men on (he issues of Sexual Assault ft
Prevention? Contact Barb Hoffman, 372-2120
by Jan. 27 for more information.
___
On-Campui Interview* Thur. 1/28
at Career Services
Call 372-2356 lo schedule
United Ptrcel Service
We are currently looking for permanent part
ime employees who are interested in
working from 3 to 5 hours per day.
'12000Tuition Reimbursement
tor Midnight Shift
•Eicell. entry level pay-S0 50-9.50 hr
and up to (12.45-13.45 per hour
with progression.
'FuH time benefits for part-time work!
'Advancement opportunities1
'Holidays and weekends off'
Call (419) 891 -6820. EOE.
PANAMA dTY BEACH SPRING BREAK OTi
Prices start at $149! Call USA Spring Break at
1-600-799-8445 or 1«888 777-4642 todayl
Recovery Group
Are you having problems with alcohol
or drug use? Have you been trying to quit?
Have you been successful at quittrg
but don't know where to go for support?
Are you worried about someone else's use
or substances? I' you would like
to explore issues of recovery from
alcohol or drug use ft would like to
meet with a professionally led.
confidential group of support people.
call Sheila or Aaron at
372-9839 by 2/1/99.
Senior Portraits
This Week
Senior Portraits
Carl Wolf Studio is now on campus taking
senior portraits from t0am-6pm daily. Any
sen or graduating in May or August should attend. Portraits are taken in your dress dothes
and in a cap and gown provided by the studio.
Sessions lake about 15 minutes and (he $6 sitting fee can be charged to the bursar. Please
call 372-8634 lo schedule a silling Portraits
taken in 28 West Hall. Don't be left out ol The
Historic 1999 Key Yearbook.
SPRING BREAK 99!
Cancun' Nassau * Jamaica
Travel Free and make lots of cash!
Top reps are offered on -site statt jobs.
All-Inclusive Deals. 32 hours FREE Dnnks
Special Discounts up to $100 per person
Lowest price Guaranteed. Call for details!
wwwxlasstravel.com 800/836-6411
SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spnng Break
Headquarters. Packages from $39.00 per person. Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela. Host of
Sports Illustrated Beach Club. Call Nowl
1-800-224-GULF. www.sprlngbreakhq.com.

SPRING BREAK '99
Guaranteed lowest prices to Cancun.
Jamaica. Panama City ft Daytona Beach.
Student Travel Services
1 •800-648 4849
www.ststravel.com
On Campus Contact:
NhMO 372-5408
Jim® 372-1306
SupportGroup for women
with Anoreiia ft Balemia Concerns
Women's Center-Hanna Halt-108A
Starting: Mon..February 1.8:30pm-i0:00pm
Group Support and
Interactive discussions ft exercise
Student Health Services/Judy Miller/372-7425Counsetmg Center/Rebecca
Met tee-Carter/2-2061
Take a Bite
On the move for Health ft Joy
Register Today
Call 372-9355 (WELL)
Contemporary weight management
Nutrition & exercise awareness
Wednesday afternoon sessions
Begins Jan. 27.1999
Turning Points
An informal Discussion group about eating disorders, weight issues and normal eating. Begming Wed. Feb. 10, 3:30-5pm. Runs 8 weeks
through April 7. To register call 372-2081. Cosponsored by Counseling Center and Student
Hoaith Service
^^^^
WHOLEFOOD
Alternatives has organic health conscious
groceries, as well as candles, incense, oils.
herbs, books, tarot and classes to serve (he
Pagan, New Age and Alternative Spirit community. Stop m at 131 W. Wooster or call
352-SEED(7333) for info
WITCH STORE?
Well yes. Alternatives has books, tarot, ritual
supplies, herbs, oils, candles ft more' Plus ihe
organic grocery is up and running' Check us
out at 131 W Wooster St.. or Call 352 SEED
(7333).
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HELP WANTED
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars.
For info call 203-319-2802.
$20»mr. PT/FT
Process co. mailremail at home in school. For
details: gma/bgu p.o box 567443 Atlanta GA
31158. Email apply4now@smartbot.net.
770 937-6764.
"$20/HR PT/FT
Process Our Company Mail or Email
From Home or School For Details:
Email: Apply4now@smartbot net
770-937 6761
375 Counselors and Instructors needed'
Coed summer camps in Pocono Mountains,
PA. Lohikan,
1-800-488-4321.
www.lohikan.com.

2 roommates needed for 99-00 school year.
Large house, own room, close to campus and
town. Cheap rent, plus 2 bthrms. Call 354-6740
Play Women's Rug by"!!
Join a team that is Nationals Bound i
New Player's Meeting
Tuesday. Jan. 26.8:30pm
Rm. 136 Perry Field House
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!!
Subleaser needed now' Own room, use of
w/d, dose to campus. $230/mo. Call
3530566

www.go4!ess com/siudenl

FOR RENT

Georgetown Manor Apartments
Available Fall 99 & Spring 2000
BOO 3rd Street
1 bedroom & 2 bedroom apts.
Fully furnished. AC,
New Laundry Room, no pets.
9 1/2 S 12 mo. leases
Reasonable rent
Gas heal, water A sewer included.
Call 3S4-9740 for more details & app'i

Babysitter/tutor needed for after school hours.
3:30-6:30, Mon-Thurs. Educ. major preferred
Call 352-1346.

Part time student employment
Are you looking tor part time employment ol 15
hours plus per week plus per week within walking distance to BGSU campus? Interested in
working various unskilled jobs m assembly,
packaging, etc.? Rate ol pay is $5.15 per hour.
Apply in person between the hours ol 9.00am
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428CloughSl
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

" Call 353-0325 "
99-00 S.Y. houses & apartmenls
930 E. Wooster. 321 E. Merry (6 Ddrm apt.) &
1,2, & 3 bdrm. apts. A rooms
Listings available. 316 E Merry. »3

Part-time cook & part-time bartender needed.
BG Country Club. Flexible hours 352-3100.

1 and 2 bdrm lurmshed apts. lor '99-'00 school
year 352-7454

Summer Camp Jobs
A tun place to work and a Melone learning experience awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp
Nissokone (Oscoda, Ml) or YMCA Day Camp
Otvyesa (Highland. Ml). Are you a creative.
caring and enthusiastic person who would enjoy working in an active outdoor setting? Now
hiring counselors, activity specialist lor
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts/crafts, music/drama, high and low ropes courses, sailing, and athletics Call (248) 887-4533 to
schedule an on-campus interview.

2 bdrm. turn. apt. includes util. $450/mo. Call
3535074.

Bar staff/wait staff ft cook apply at Elk Lodge
200 Campbell Hill Rd 2:00-4 00 Mon-Thurs.
Camp Wayne for Girls-sister half of
brother/sister private camp in Northwestern
Pennsylvania (3 hrs. Irom New York City)
6/22-8/20V99. II you love children and want a
canng, fun environment we ate looking to hire
staff lor: Tennis, Golf. Gymnastics, Swimming
(W.S.I preferred). Sailing, Watersknng. Piano.
Basketball. Softball, Volleyball. Soccer. SellDefense, Low Ropes. Drama Director. Drawing
and Painting, Ceramics, Photography.
Jeweiery. Linoleum, Cuts, Batik, Calligraphy,
Sculpture, Guitar, Silk-Screening, Cheerieading. Aerobics, Video. Group Leaders, Drivers.
Housekeeping. Night Waichperson. Kitchen/Salad. On Campus interviews February
16th. Call 1-800-279-3019 or email: campwayneo#aol.com

Dominies Restaurant now hiring servers, bussers, pizza cooks, host/cashiers, line cooks ft
carry out operators. Flexible shifts, lull and
part-time. Apply 2121 S. Reynolds. Toledo.

1 Subleaser needed ASAP Male or female to
share apt. Own room. $l95/month. Call
353-1254.

STOP!
DON'T SWALLOW THAT CONDOM
Save up lo 70% on travel,
or even travel Iree.
And no norvous feeling in your stomach
when you go through Customs.

Otsego High School needs 2 track coaches; i
HS to work with shot & discus & 1 Jr. Htgh
coach. Call Scott Bemthisel AD at 823-4911

Desk clerk needed for local motel. Weekend
position, midnight to 8am, 2 shifts/week Apply
at Buckeye Budget Motor Inn M-F 8am 4pm

WANTED

NOW HIRING
STOCKBROKER ASSISTANT
PRUDENTIAL SECURITIES INC
Applicant should be interested m becoming a
stockbroker. Duties: arranging seminars, contacting cUents and prospects on investments,
marketing and public relations.
Wages/availabiiity-rleiible. Internships available. Interested parties contact Chnstie Watson
at 249 7343.

Cars from $500.00. Police impounds and tax
repo's CalM 800 319 3323 ext 4558

ASSEMBLERS: Excellent income lo assemble
products at home Info 15O4-646-170ODEPT.
OH-6255

CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT - Workers earn
up to $2,000.'month (w/tips ft benefits).
World Travel1 Land-Tour jobs up to
$5,000- $7,000/summer. Ask us how'
517-336-4235Ext C55442

Women's Weilness Group
Sign-ups lor Spring 1999
Enhance Sell-esteem
Build Relationships
Strengthen Communication
Call Sheila Harris at 372-9355
by 1/29V99. Weilness Connection

Looking tor a career and noi just a job' Resi*
denial Assisiani SUDS and Part-Time positions
available. Providing care and training to adults
with menial retardation/developmental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity. Salary $7.55 per hour Part-lime positions alter 90 days will receive
$9 65 $16 35/hr based upon experience. Sick
leave and vacation benefits lor part-time employees. Experience not required Positions
available in Bowling Green. Portage, and Walbndge area. Application may be obtained from
Wood County Board of MR/DO. Entrance B.
11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road. BG. 8 00
a.m.-4:00p.m.EOE.

DRIVERS NEEDED
The Wood County Senior Center needs volunteers to deliver meals lo homebound senior
citizens in Bowling Green. For info call Stetanie
at 353 5661.
Earn $$ Build your resume. Professional marketing research firm is now hiring Gam business ft marketing experience. $5.50/hr. Apply
at: 13330 Bishop Rd or call 352-8115. ext. 209
HELP WANTED
EARN EXTRA CASH'!! MAKE YOUR OWN
HOURS!!
RESPONSIBLE STUDENTS TO MAR
KET/MANAGE
CITIBANK PROMOTIONS ON CAMPUS.
FREEGIVEAWAYSI
EARN $400 WWEEK.
CALL JOANN AT 1 -800 950-8472 EXT. 117

Summer ol '99. 3 Recreation Directors needed
at Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park In Mantua, OH.
Only 10 minutes from Sea World We are a
busy camping laotity. 40 hrsAvk » end of
season bonus. Send resume to Jellystone
Park, Attn. Andrea. 3392 St Rt 82. Mantua.
OH, 442SS.
Washers needed some days. 9am-2pm.
$6.00/hr. Servers 4 bartenders needed all
shifts. Apply at Kaufmans at ine Lodge

2 bdrm. house near BGSU. *400 Excellent
condition. Lease A deposit required Call
686 4651
3 bdrm apt. $550. Near BGSU. Excellent condition. Lease and deposit required. Call
686-4651
3 bdrm. house near BGSU Excellent condition. $650 lease and deposit required Call
686-4651.
326 N Prospect. Grad students only Washer
• dryer, 2 air-conditioners. 2 bedrooms. Leave
messaoeal 354-2264.
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING
SECRET IN BO! Clean, 2 bedroomi, fully
furnished, dishwasher, laundry facilities, utitltiM provided, on-slts manager, balcony
units available. Call for an appointment:
3529909.
Efficiency units available for short or long term,
completely furnished Phone, cable & all utils
included Near campus. 352-1520

FOR SALE
ml Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruisei 5
Nights $2791 Includes Meals & Free Parties1
Awesome Beaches. Nightlife* Departs Florida'
Cancun & Jamaica $399" spnngbreaktravelcom 1-800 678 6386
mi Spring Break Panama City $129" Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen Near Clubsl 7 PartiesFree Drinks' Daytona $149* South Beach
$129< Cocoa Beach $149' springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

BGNews:
Your best
source for
grrreeeaaattt

B.P. Procare is

advertising

hiring!
We employ ASE

Bahamas Party

Cruise
Panama
Jamaica
Cancun

certified technicians.

$279
$119 SPRIHG
$439 BKI AK
MAZATLANl
JAMAICA S. PADREI
$399 [CANCUN

t«M'l>MllHb>MtMn'MMNtlNI

Accepting applications,

City ■■*rtf-afc >—am «" W»- * !*■.

resumes for technicians

FRESH SEAFOOD

management positions.
B.P. Procare is an equal

01^

7 MsM • Ml . MM « *fM *e*a k JO Ml at MM
Spring Break I "ravel On. 12tfa Yea.!

opportunity employer.

[o>]

1-800-678-6386

PaM-time jobs available.

ti-o
^o

oa

FLORIDA SPRING BREAK

BP
146 North Main

Bowling Green

Automotive^ Service Centers

FROM $159 PER WEEK*
PANAMA CITY BEACH

M-

www.sandpipcrbcacnn.com ('rales per person)

"HOME OF THE WORLD'S LONGEST K EC PARTY"
FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONG-CALL FOR INFO!
1-SOO-488-8828

FALL 1999 LEASING

Tuesday Night:

OPfN MIC
NIGtIT

Come sign up today!
UNITS GOING FAST!
FALL 1999 LISTS
NOW AVAILABLE

Drink Specials / Pool Tables

Management Inc.
Ilillsdalr Apt*., 2bdrm dais. very spacious. 9
fort ceilings, car ports. 9 I '2- 12 mo Leases
Start at $6 10 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
HilKdalr Apt*.. Large studios, high vaulted
ceilings, unique floor plan. 9 1/2-12 mo Leases |
Start at $350 Call 353-5800

• Ridge Manor Apartments

• i .i .i v

WE WILL BE

apartments (522 Full)

• Field Manor Apartments

G Students

Management Inc.

Columbia Court Aportmonts

Part-time/Full-time work

ACCEPTING

(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 93S Thurstin)

Units#49-72 Newly Remodeled tor Fall 1998

$11.15

when:
TODAY!
"*^ R Bjanuary 26. 1.9991

From:

F.vergreen Apis. Efficiencies & huge I bdrms, j
laundry on site, lots of parking Ell starts at
S? 10. I bdrms Starts at $140 Call 353-5800

to start
Morcor Manor Apartmonta
One ol BG's Newest Complexes
3 bedrooms/2 full baths.
A/C, Fireplaces. AMicrowaves

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts, 830 4th St I bdrms, gas
heat. A/C Remodeled Starts at $375
Call 353-5800

Scholarships available
i

I

A/C, New Carpet, and fireplaces

No experience necessary

I0am-3pm

Canal Room
3rd Floor
Student Union

Management Inc.

• ("lose to Campus

APPLICATIONS

Hnn/.itc Apis.. I bdrm. high vaulted
ceilings, unique door plan 9 1/2- 12 mo Leases j
Close to campu*. Slant at $380
Call 353-5SOO

/(JEfcCA

• 3 hedroom/2ruths
• Furnished

CJ to
</)3

Management Inc.
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000

• Frazee Ave Apartments

ON CAMPUS

n
J—| r
i—

Www.studentexrjress.com

SANDPIPER BEACON BEACH RESORT
"

rf
r-m

SOO SURFS UP

Resume experience
)erience

Greenbriar, Inc.
352-0717

f "

224 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH 43402

Flexible hours
GtUENBMA*. INC.

Management Inc.

Hours:

M(m-Fn(9am-5pm
Saturday (9 am - I prrl

Stop by our office at 1045 N. Main Si foe
complete listing or Call 353-5800.
www.wcnct.org/-meccii

